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A two-dimensional advanced panel far-field potential flow model of the 
undistorted, interacting wakes of multiple lifting surfaces has been developed 
which allows the determination of the spanwise bound circulation distribution 
required for minimum induced drag. This model has been implemented in a 
FORTRAN computer program, the use of which is documented in this report. 
The nonplanar wakes are broken up into variable sized, flat panels, as 
chosen by the user. The wake vortex sheet strength is assumed to vary linearly 
over each of these panels, resulting in a quadratic variation of bound circu- 
lation. Panels are infinite in the streamwise direction. The theory is briefly 
summarized herein; sample results are given for multiple, nonplanar, lifting 
surfaces, and the use of the computer program is detailed in the appendixes. 
INTRODUCTION 
With the current resurgence of interest in utilization of unconventional 
aircraft concepts for future transport aircraft to provide reductions in drag, 
increases in fuel efficiency, and lower operating costs, there is a need for 
accurate estimations of the induced drag for nonplanar configurations. Examples 
of these novel configurations include wings fitted with end plates or winglets 
(ref. l), the tandem wing (ref. 2), and the joined wing (ref. 3). The current 
far-field theoretical model allows very accurate calculation of induced drag 
for multiple nonplanar aerodynamic surfaces, allowing investigation of the 
drag-reduction potential of such nonplanar aircraft concepts. Further, the 
bound circulation and wake vortex strength distributions necessary to achieve 
this minimum induced drag are computed. The bound circulation output may then 
be used to determine the aerodynamic surface camber shapes required to achieve 
this minimum drag. 
The theoretical wake model has been described in detail in reference 4. 
It assumes the vortex sheet strength to vary piecewise linearly on a number 
of flat wake panels. Wake rollup is neglected. Analytical expressions are 
developed for the normal velocities induced by each wake panel at any point 
on the wake using the Biot-Savart Law (ref. 5). The wake vortex strength is 
integrated spanwise to compute bound circulation, and the product of local 
bound circulation with the total induced normal velocity is analytically 
integrated to obtain the induced drag. To determine the wake vortex distri- 
bution required for minimum drag, two theoretical methods are used: Munk's 
criterion (ref. 6), and a direct optimization technique. The Munk criterion 
technique is computationally more efficient, since only the induced velocity 
expressions are utilized. This technique is similar to the theory developed 
in reference 7. The direct optimization technique is necessary for determi- 
nation of induced drag for relative optimum configurations which might have 
additional constraints on bending moment or pitching moment. Analytical 
expressions are developed for the derivatives of C 
D' CL9 c, and C B with m 
respect to the unknown values of the wake vortex sheet strengths at the 
corners of each vortex sheet panel, as described in reference 8. This wake 
model using the direct optimization technique has been implemented in a vortex 
lattice wing design computer code (ref. 9), as described in reference 8. 
Comparisons between results of the original design code (ref. 9) and modified 
code with the current wake model (ref. 8) are given in references 8 and 10. 
This report details the computer program which was written to implement 
the theoretical wake model of reference 4. The theory is briefly summarized. 
Use of the program and sample input and output data are given in the appendixes: 
the code is briefly described (Appendix A), input data preparation is explained 
(Appendix B), output data is described (Appendix C), sample input and output 
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difference in pressure coefficient 
wing root b'ending moment coefficient 
induced drag coefficient 
induced drag coefficient on wake panel i due to induced 
velocity of panel j and its image [eq. (6)I 
lift coefficient 
pitching moment coefficient 
constant appearing in integrals in Appendix A 
variables containing unknown wake vortex sheet strengths, 
appearing in drag coefficient equation [eq. (6)I 
h vertical separation of diamond wing roots (figs. 6, 7) 
h ij 
distance between influenced point on panel i and influencing 
point on panel j (fig. 1) 
h!. 
J-J 
distance between influenced point on panel i and influencing 
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I 
influence coefficient integrals appearing in drag coefficient 
ij i,j equation [eq. (6)] 
3 
k induced drag efficiency factor, defined as ratio of planar 
wing induced drag to that of nonplanar configuration 
vertical fence height (fig. 2) R 
integer appearing in integrals in Appendix A n 
N number of wake panels on one-half of total configuration 
R constant appearing in integrals in Appendix A 
projection of distance h.. 
1J 
onto the plane of influenced 




projection of distance h! 
=j 
onto the plane of influenced 
panel i (fig. 1) 
S ref 
b 
reference wing area 
local wake panel coordinate 
wake panel semiwidth 






normal wash velocity 
normal wash velocity induced at point b=b i on panel i due 
to panel j and its image [eq. (2)I 
constant appearing in Munk's criterion normal wash velocity 
expressions [eqs. (7) and (8)] 
W 
0 
streamwise coordinate X 
Y spanwise coordinate 
vertical coordinate, positive down 2 




average bound circulation 
bound circulation at outboard edge of wake panel [eq. (4)l 
nondimensional spanwise coordinate 
Lagrange multiplier in equations (10) and (12) 






i influenced point 
j influencing point 
n normal component 
0 value at 6 = -s 
Superscripts: 
I image panel quantity 
average value 
TJJEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
The wakes are broken into N finite, flat panels. The panels are 
numbered sequentially from tip to root of each planform. On each panel, 
the wake vortex sheet strength is assumed to vary linearly, as 






value equals the vortex sheet strength at the junction between 
segments j and j-l (see the inset on fig. 1). Figure 1 also shows the wake 
geometry notation used in the current theory for a wing-winglet configuration. 
The induced velocity normal to point hi on wake segment i, due to 
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The R.. and h.. are distances as shown in figure 1. 
evaluazd (ref. i; as 
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where the Al , etc., are determined by the wake geometry. Next, the y 
ij 
distribution is integrated spanwise beginning at the tip of the current 
planform to obtain the bound circulation as 
r(hi) = r. (-si)+ -$ (y,, + yi) + (yi+12+ 'i)"i 
Y 
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where r -s 
( ) 0 i 
is the value of r at hi = -si, which is a known linear 
function of the y values. 




dh i (5) 
This equation has been evaluated analytically as described in reference 4 
using the MACSYMA symbolic manipulation language (ref. 11). The result is 
an expression which is quadratic in the unknown y 
j 
values: 
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The I1 through I6 are again determined by wake geometry, 
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n = 0, 1, 2, as given in reference 4. 
The Munk optimization procedure uses (ref. 6) 
W n -= w 
cosf$ = constant 0 (7) 
which for the assumed wake model is written as 
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+ 1 unknowns, the N y. values and w . 
J 0 
The system is completed by specifying a CL value, since (ref. 4) 
CL = e (+ $cosljsj(~ + 2)) + z1 (cos~jsjr~~j~)) $ (g) 
The direct optimization procedure extremizes (minimizes) the function 
( 
N 
cD+x cc ye - c 
j=l Lj . $ L ) (10) 
where X is a Lagrange multiplier and C 
L,j 
is an analytical expression 
for the derivative of equation (9) above with respect to (yj/U). Similarly, 
expressions for derivatives of CD with respect to (yj/U) have been 
developed, as reported in reference 4. The current method, which yields 
identical results, is to write the induced drag in matrix form as 
(11) 





cL,j$ - CL = 0 
(12) 




from equation (6). More details of the theory may be found in 
i,j 
references 4 and 8. 
SAMPLE RESULTS 
Convergence studies for the present method have been given in reference 
4. In general, the advanced panel method has been shown to be on the order 
of four times more accurate than a discrete vortex wake model having the 
same number of singularity unknowns, both for isolated planar wings and some 
limited, isolated nonplanar examples from references 12 and 13. In reference 
8, results are given for multiple planform configurations from references 
14 and 15. In these previous studies, the current wake model yielded induced 
drag values within 1 percent of the exact results for from 25 to 50 unknown 
wake strength values. The two optimization methods yield essentially identical 
results, except for y values near a wing tip. Cosine wake spacing greatly 
improves accuracy for a fixed number of unknowns. The reader is referred to 
references 4 and 8 for details of these studies. 
In this section some additional solutions will be presented to illustrate 
the utility of the present theory. Figure 2 displays results for the present 
theory compared with that of references 14 and 15 for the planform sketched in 
the figure. The inboard 50 percent of the wing is flat, with a constant 30- 
degree dihedral outboard of the flat portion. In addition, a vertical fence of 
variable height R is positioned at the dihedral break span location. This is 
termed configuration 5 in reference 14. Shown in figure 2 are values of the 
induced drag efficiency parameter, k, defined as the ratio of the induced drag 
for a planar wing of equal span divided by the CD for the nonplanar configu- 
ration. The two theories agree favorably. For the present method, the fence has 
been oriented at $I = 89.7 degrees to avoid numerical difficulties, as mentioned 
in reference 4. Figure 3 presents induced drag results for vee wings, compared 
with an exact solution from reference 16. In figure 4, similar results are 
presented for a diamond wake shape, again compared with exact results from 
reference 16. This last wake shape is of interest for the joined wing concept 
of reference 3. The present theory essentially duplicates these exact results. 
In figure 5 the bound circulation distributions from the present theory are 
shown for vee and diamond wings having $ = 30". For minimum drag, both wings 
of the diamond shaped wake carry the same lift and have the same r distribu- 
tions. The vee wing has relatively a smaller fraction of its lift developed 
inboard than does the diamond wing having the same dihedral. 
The results described above illustrate the capabilities of the computer 
program to accurately duplicate known exact solutions. As examples of more 
complicated wake geometries, figures 6 and 7 display the computed induced 
drag efficiency factors for a series of diamond wings (ref. 16), with the 
addition of end plates and winglets, respectively. These configurations can 
improve the induced drag efficiency factors for the concept of reference 3. 
CONCLUSIONS 
An advanced panel Trefftz plane wake model has been developed which 
allows accurate computation of the induced drag, bound circulation 
distribution, and wake vortex strength for nonplanar multiple planform 
configurations. The computer program which has been written to implement 
this theoretical method has been documented herein in the appendixes, 
including a listing of the code and user input instructions. A brief 
outline of the theory and some sample results have been given. These 
results reproduce accepted exact solutions for vee and diamond wings. 
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APPENDIX A 
DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM AND LIMITATIONS 
This Appendix briefly describes the organization of the computer program 
written to implement the theory outlined earlier in this report, which has 
been described in some detail in references 4 and 8. Some limitations of 
this computer program are also discussed. 
This program has been written in FORTRAN IV and is currently operational 
on a Cyber 173 computer at NASA/LaRC. This computer uses approximately 15 
decimal digits in all computations. Some modifications to the code will be 
necessary if it is to be used on a computer system which uses a signifi- 
cantly different number of decimal digits. For example, the tolerances 
in subroutines SNTAN and LOGS may have to be varied. Further, double pre- 
cision arithmetic will be required for all calculations for machines using 
eight significant figures. This would entail an IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION 
(A-H, O-Z) statement in the main program and all subroutines, as well as 
use of double precision on all special functions: DCOS, DSIN, DLOG, DATAN, 
DATAN2, DSQRT, DABS, DMINl, and DMAXl. Further, some of the variable 
names may need to be changed to be consistent with the implicit double pre- 
cision statements. 
The computer program consists of a main program, DNWASH, which reads 
the input data, performs the initial wake geometry computations, sets up 
the optimal induced drag matrix, and computes the final induced drag and 
normal wash and bound circulation distributions. This program calls nine 
subroutines: CCAL and CONCAL, which compute wake geometry constants; SNTAN 
and LOGS, which compute integrals appearing in the expression for C D, as 
detailed in the appendix to reference 4; WCAL, which computes an element 
of the optimization matrix for the Munk's criterion procedure; DRACAL and 
OPTCAL, which compute elements of the direct optimization matrix; GAMCAL, 
which computes the bound circulation terms; and SIMEQ, a linear equation 
solver. A listing of the complete computer program is given in Appendix E 
of this report, and an example input and output are given in Appendix D for 
one of the configurations discussed earlier in this report. 
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The known limitations of the computer program are now briefly described. 
First, the user-specified local dihedral angles may not anywhere equal 90 
degrees. As discussed in reference 4, this value of I$ may be approached 
($ g 89.5') to approximate the wake geometry for a vertical end plate or 
pylon. (Further examples of wake geometries with nearly vertical surfaces 
have been given in figures 2 and 6.) Second, the total number of wake 
panels for all planforms is currently limited to a maximum of 50. Based 
on results from reference 4 for isolated planar and nonplanar planforms, 
this should provide an induced drag solution accuracy comparable to that 
obtainable from 200 to 250 discrete vortex unknowns; that is, better than one 
percent accuracy. Third, the maximum number of individual planforms possible 
is currently 10, while the maximum number for which runs have been attempted 
to date is only 3. Fourth, the code currently does both a Munk criterion 
optimization and a direct optimization only for a single nonplanar or 
planar planform. Solutions for multiple interacting surfaces are computed 
using only the Munk criterion solution. (It is to be noted that the design 
code described in reference 8 does have the multiple planform capability 
using the direct optimization technique.) Fifth, based upon previous 
experience (ref. 4), it is recommended that a cosine spacing of the wake 
panels on all planforms be used. 
Next, for configurations with multiple planforms, either the wakes 
must not cross one another, or any such wake crossings must occur at the 
edges of wake panels. This can be accomplished by specifying the wake 
crossing point as a common wake breakpoint on both planforms. (See 
Appendix B for a description of preparation of an input deck and definitions 
of the input data.) If wake crossings occur in the midrange of any wake 
panel, a message "80 ENTERED" is printed on the output file. For such 
cases, a midrange singularity occurs in the inverse tangent integrals 
evaluated in SNTAN. The code attempts to fit a pair of quadratics, one 
on either side of the singularity, to the inverse tangent portion of these 
integrands. The accuracy of this procedure is unknown, and any results so 
obtained are likewise.of unknown accuracy. Further, for wake shapes comprised 
of continuously varying curved surfaces, it is possible for this problem of 
a midrange singularity to occur for multiple planforms even when the wakes do 
not themselves cross. Instead, all that is required to cause the apparent 
11 
singularity is for the projection of the plane containing one wake panel to 
intersect another wake panel away from that panel's edges. Again, this 
problem can be avoided by defining such points to be wake breakpoints on the 
second planform. It is believed that this apparent singularity is only due 
to the way in which the computer program is structured, where for example the 
above-mentioned inverse tangent integrals always occur in pairs, but each 
integral is evaluated individually. This has been alluded to in reference 4 
(P. 161, where it is remarked that integrals of the form 
p ,ith, tan-l i’c+2Bh 1 
-S 
for Osn<4, become infinite for R = T = 0. However, since what actually 
must be evaluated is an integral of the form 
these two integrals are equal to the sum of the finite parts of the individual 




~ dh c+2Bh 
-S 
However, there is currently no logic in the code to automatically replace the 
original integrand with the simpler, finite part in the viscinity of a wake 
crossing point. 
Finally, the optimum wake vortex sheet strengths and bound circulations 
for a single planfonn for the Munk criterion solution differ slightly from 
those computed by the direct optimization solution technique. Usually these 
differences are confined to the tip region of a planform. This is believed 
to be due to the inaccuracy of the piecewise linearly varying functional form 
of the wake vortex sheet strength in the vicinity of the tip, where the 
actual wake sheet strength should be infinite. Comparisons between the two 
solution techniques for a planar isolated wing have been given in reference 4. 
These slight differences in the y and r distributions for the two 
12 
solution techniques do not appreciably affect the computed induced drag 
efficiency factors, but do lead to inaccuracies in the normal wash computations, 
especially for a nearly vertical surface, near a wing tip. Use of cosine wake 
panel spacing, as recommended above, will minimize this problem. 
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APPENDIX B 
INPUT DATA PREPARATION 
In this appendix the information necessary to prepare an input deck to 
use the computer program listed in Appendix E is given. A sample input deck, 
as well as the resultant output, are given in Appendix D. 
The first four input cards specify control integers and integers which 
define the number of lifting surfaces and distribution of wake vortex panels. 
These cards are all in a 515 format. The specific information needed on each 
card is as follows: 
Card Number Variable Columns Description 
1 NLLINE (l-5) Total number of lifting surfaces 
for current configuration; NLLINE 
5 10. 
For each of the NLLINE surfaces specified above, cards 2 through 5 must 
be specified, as follows: 
2 ICNTRL (l-5) A control integer which determines 
the wake panel spacing on the 
current lifting surface, as follows: 
A. ICNTRL = 3; general input. User must 
specify NTOT (card 2, below), followed 
by values of (YHH(I), ZHH(I), PPP(I), 
I = 1, NTOT), the wake panel corner 
points and dihedral angles for the 
current surface. The YHH, ZHH, PPP 
values are specified in a 6FlO.O 
format. Cards 3 to 5 described 
below are not needed when ICNTRL = 3. 
B. ICNTRL = 6; circular arc wake. User 
must input NTOT (card 2, below), 
followed by one card giving the values 
of BET, THET, and BOT in 6FlO.O format. 
BET equals the ratio of the maximum 
vertical extent of the surface to the 
semispan. A value of BET = 0. corre- 
sponds to a flat surface, while BET = 
1.0 corresponds to a semicircular 
arc. (See reference 4 for results for 
this type of surface.) THET is equal 
to the value, in degrees, for the angle 
subtended by one-half of the circular 
arc wake, while BOT equals the desired 
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Card Number Variable Columns Description 
wake semispan. Cards 3 to 5 described 
below are not needed when ICNTRL = 6. 
C. ICNTRL = 7; equal wake panel spacing. 
The computer program will automatically 
panel each flat portion of the wake 
between adjacent wake breakpoints 
(YY, Z) (described below; card 5), with 
equally sized wake panels. Wake panel 
size may vary on different flat portions 
of the wake. When ICNTRL = 7, card 2 
must be followed by cards 3 to 5 
described below. 
D. ICNTRL = 8; cosine wake panel spacing. 
The computer program will automatically 
panel each flat portion of the wake 
between adjacent wake breakpoints 
w, Z), with cosine-spaced wake panels. 
If the flat wake portion ends at the 
configuration centerline or lifting 
surface's junction with another surface, 
a quarter-circle distribution is used; 
otherwise a semicircle distribution is 
generated. This is generally the 
recommended value of ICNTRL for maxi- 
mum accuracy (see Appendix A). When 
ICNTRL = 8, card 2 must be followed 
by cards 3 to 5 described below. 
2 NTOT (6-10) Total number of wake vortex panels on 
current aerodynamic surface. Note 
that NTOT I 50. Further, the grand 
total of the sum of all NTOT values 
for all NLLINE surfaces must not 
exceed 50. 
For values of ICNTL = 7 or 8, cards 3 to-5 must be specified as 
follows: 
3 NBRR (l-5) Total number of wake breakpoints for 
the current surface. Note that NBRK 
equals the number of changes in wing 
dihedral, plus two; or the number of 
flat portions of the surface, plus 
one. 
4 LSEG(I), I = 1, (l-25) User-specified numbers of wake panels 
. . . . (NBRR-1) on each of the (NBRK-1) flat portions 
of the current aerodynamic surface, 
beginning at the root. 
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The following card is in a 6FlO.O format: 
Card Number Variable Columns Description 
5 n(I), Z(I), (l-60) Values of the Y, 2 (in appropriate 
PP(I), I = units), and 4 (in degrees)'for break- 
1, . . . . NBRK points of the current aerodynamic 
surface, beginning at the root. Note 
that the left half of the assumed- 
symmetrical planform is input, so that 
Y becomes negative going root-to-tip, 
while Z is negative up (see fig. 1). 
Note also that the PP(1) value is the 
dihedral value, in degrees, inboard 
of breakpoint I; the root value of PP 
is therefore not needed. 
After all NLLINE sets of geometry data have been input, the following cards 
are needed: 
6 CLDES (l-10) Desired lift coefficient, in F1O.O 
format. 
6 SREF (U-20) Total configuration reference area 
(in appropriate units), in F1O.O 
format. 
7 (5) zero (0) 
7 (10) zero (0) 
Card 7 signifies the end of input data for one configuration. Further 
configurations may follow card 7 beginning again with card 1. At the end 
of all configuration data for any one run, a final blank card must be included 
to signify the end of that run: 
8 (5) zero (0) 
Note that when ICNTL equals 7 or 8 the breakpoint data specified includes 
fl, z, and PP, which in effect overspecifies the wake geometry. This has 
not proved to be a problem, except that for more complicated configurations 
the entire F1O.O data field for each Yy, Z, or PP value should contain 
significant figures for optimum accuracy of the input geometry. 
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APPENDIX C 
OUTPUT DATA DESCRIPTION 
The computer program prints out information of two general types: first, 
geometry data, both as input data and the calculated wake panel geometry, are 
printed. This information is followed by the minimum drag solution informa- 
tion, which includes the wake vortex sheet strengths, optimum bound 
circulation, induced drag coefficient, and induced drag efficiency factor. 
For a single planform, this solution information is printed for the Munk's 
criterion solution, followed by the same output for the direct optimization 
technique solution, while for configurations with more than one planform, 
only the Munk's criterion solution is computed and printed. In this 
Appendix, the output information for a configuration is described in the 
order in which it printed. 
Geometry Data 
For each lifting surface of the configuration the values of the wake 
breakpoints, from root to tip (see Appendix B), are listed. This is 
followed by the peripheral length of that surface. Next, the individual 
wake vortex panel corner points, dihedral angles (in radians), and panel 
semiwidths are listed for the entire configuration. Finally, reference 
quantities for the configuration are listed. In detail, the geometry data 
listed is as follows: 
(YY(I), I = 1, . . . . NBRK) Y coordinates of the breakpoints of each 
lifting surface, as input by the user, 
ordered from root to tip. (See figure 1 
for positive coordinate directions.) 
(Z(I), I = 1, . . . . NBRK) Z coordinates of the breakpoints of each 
lifting surface, as input by the user, 
ordered from root to tip. 
(PP(I), I = 1, . . . . NBRK) Dihedral angles, I$, just inboard of break- 
point I, in radians. 
DTOT Total peripheral length of each lifting 
surface. 
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The above data is followed by the wake panel corner points and semiwidths 
actually used in the Trefftz plane calculations. First, the program lists 
whether equal or cosine spaced wake panels have been generated. This is 
followed by a table containing the following information: 
I; I = 1, . . . . (NTOTT + 1) Individual wake panel number, numbered 
from the tip of the first lifting surface 
to the root, followed by the tip-to-root 
numbering of wake panels on successive 
surfaces. NTOTT is the total number of 
wake panels for the entire configuration; 
NTOTT 2 50. 
YHH(1) Y coordinate of outboard, or tipmost, 
corner of wake panel I. 
ZHH(1) Z coordinate of outboard corner of wake 
panel I. 
PPP(1) Dihedral angle, in radians, of wake panel 
I. 
SNN(I) Semiwidth of wake panel I. 
Finally, the following reference quantities are listed: 
TOL2 The tolerance utilized in subroutine LOGS. 
Generally, the value of the tolerance 
utilized in SNTAN, TOL, will have the 
same value, unless changed by the user. 
The value of TOL2 should be small compared 
to the smallest value of SNN. 
CLDES The desired lift coefficient value. 
SREF The configuration reference area. 
BSAVE The configuration reference span, taken 
as twice the maximum absolute value of 
YHH. 
ARAT The configuration aspect ratio, defined 
as (BSAVE)~/SREF. 
Solution Data 
The output data for the minimum drag solution for the Munk's criterion 





AOPT(1, NTOTT + 1) 
Gm(I) 
Individual wake panel number, numbered 
tip-to-root, as described above, for each 
lifting surface of the configuration. 
Bound circulation value, r/U, at the out- 
board, or tipmost, corner of a wake panel 
I for minimum induced drag at a specified 
lift coefficient. 
Nondimensional bound circulation value 
for minimum induced drag, r/i;, at the 
outboard corner of wake panel I. Note 
that for a wake consisting of a portion 
of a circular arc, CDRAG values are non- 
dimensionalized by the I' value at the 
root of the planform. 
Wake vortex sheet strengths for minimum 
induced drag, r/u, at the outboard 
corner of wake panel I. 
Nondimensional wake vortex sheet strength 
for minimum induced drag, Y/V, at the 
outboard corner of wake panel I. 
ETA Nondimensional spanwise coordinate of 
outboard corner point of wake panel I, 
at which the above values are computed. 
It is after this information, during the computation of the induced drag, 
that it is possible that a message "80 ENTERED" may be printed, to indicate 
a problem with wakes crossing one another, as discussed in Appendix A. This 
is followed by the induced drag coefficient, induced drag efficiency factor, 
and computed normal wash velocities as follows: 
CD Induced drag coefficient computed using 
optimum value vortex strengths, for Munk's 
criterion solution. 
DIDEAL Induced drag coefficient for a planar wing 
having the same projected span as the 
current configuration, evaluated at the 
same lift coefficient value. 
WDBU 
DEFF 
The ratio of the constant, wo, appearing 
in the general statement of Munk's criterion 
[eq. (7)1, divided by U. 
Induced drag efficiency factor, k, for 
the configuration, defined as the ratio 
of the induced drag for the planar wing 





Wake panel number. 
Computed induced normal velocity at the 
midpoint of wake panel I. 
WOP Induced normal velocity divided by the 
cosine of the dihedral angle, evaluated 
at the midpoint of wake panel I. 
CDAPP An approximate value of induced drag 
coefficient, evaluated by assuming I? 
and y are constant on each wake panel. 
For single planforms, all of the above output, with the exception of the 
initial geometry data, is repeated for a second solution achieved using the 
direct optimization procedure for the same configuration. A sample output, 
as well as the input data deck, appear in Appendix D. 
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APPENDIX D 
EXAMPLE OF INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA 
Sample input data and output data are presented for one of the configu- 
rations of figure 6 of this report, were d/h = 1.0, h/b = 0.355. Input data 
and a sketch of the input wake shape appear on page 22, while the output 
data begins on page 23. 
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Input Data and Sketch of Wake for 
Diamond Wing with End Plates; 





0. -0.1775 0.0 




0. 0.1775 0.0 










Output Data for Diamond Wing with 
End Slates; d/h = 1.0, h/b = 0.355 
GENERAL INPUT GEOMETRY 
0.00000 -.17750 0.00000 
-.4?845 0.00000 -19.60098 
-.50000 e-.17750 89.50000 
TOTAL PLANFORM PERIPHERAL LENGTH= .70662 
0.00000 .17750 0.00000 
-.49845 0.00000 19.60098 
-.50000 .17750 -89.50000 
TOTAL PLANFORM PERIPHERAL LENGTH= .70662 
COSINE SEGMENT SPACING 
SEGMT NO Y Z PHI 
1 -.499926 -.169025 1.562070 
2 -.499658 -.138363 1.562070 
3 -.499225 -.088750 1.562070 
4 -.49A793 -.039137 1.562070 
5 -.&9R525 -.008475 1.562070 
6 -.495383 -.001093 0.342102 
7 -.4831(?5 -.005436 0.342102 
8 -.4S9069 -.014017 -.342102 
9 -.4236P9 -.026623 -.342102 
10 -.377es7 -.042944 0.342102 
11 -.322720 -.062578 -.342102 
12 -.259637 -.085042 -.342102 
13 -.190161 -.109783 -.342102 
14 -.llh002 -.136191 0.342102 
15 -.030987 -.163616 -.342102 
16 0.499926 .169025 -1.562070 
17 w.499656 .138363 -1.562070 
le 0.499225 .088750 -1.562070 
19 w.498793 .039137 -1.562070 
20 0.498525 .008475 -1.562070 
21 0.495383 . 001093 .342102 
22 -.483185 .005436 .342102 
23 -.459089 .014017 .342102 
24 -.423689 .026623 .342102 
25 -.377857 .042944 .342102 
26 -.722720 .062578 .342102 
27 -.259637 . 085042 .342102 
20 -.190161 .109783 .342102 
29 -.116002 . 136191 .342102 
23 




3 . 02743 
4 .02219 
5 .008~8 







13 . 03835 
14 .@4037 
















TOL IN SNTAN = .26057E-05 
CESIGN LIFT COEF. = .50000 
Output Data for Diamond Wing with End Plates; 
d/h = 1.0, h/b = 0.355 (continued) 
WING REFERENCE AREA = 1.00000 
REF WING SPPN = 1 .ooooo 
ASPECT RATIO = 1.00000 
24 
Output Data for Diamond Wing with End Plates; 
d/h = 1.0, h/b = 0.355 (continued) 
OPTIMUM LOADING USING MIJNKS CRITERION 
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Output Data for Diamond Wing with End Plates; 



















CD CALCULATED USING SUQ DRACAL AND DPTIH LOADS USING MUNK GRIT = 
CD FOR FLPl WING = .79577E-01 
.47846E-01 
RATIO OF ZERO CIHEDRPL DOwNWSH/U = .38317E+OO 
Ih@tJCED DRAG FFFICIENCY FOR kINGS OF EQUAL SPAN = .166319E+Ol 














































Output Data for Diamond Wing with End Plates; 

































APPPOX CD USING SOLVED HnllND 
CIPCULATIORS AND WASHES AT sEG MIDPOIhTS = .47909E-01 
27 
II I . 11,111, I, 1,111, II.. 11, ,111 II 1.m111 I .~1-~.1.~----...1--.-.. .1---..----.-1.. 
,,.. .._ ..__...---.------.-.-----_..-...--.--. 
APPENDIX E 
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING 
This program has been written in FORTRAN IV language for the CDC series 
6000 computer system with NOS1.3 operating system. Minor modifications may 
be necessary to achieve successful execution on other computers, as discussed 
in Appendix A. The following table is an index to the computer program 
listing: 



















The permanent file name of this program at NASA/Langley Research 






























PROGRAM D~~WASH(~NPUT~~~~TPII~~TAPEC,~TAP~.~=OUT~(JT~ A 1 
DIPFNSION GAK(511 I HGPH(Sll* ~l+Hf!ill t 7RH(Sll t PPPISll A 2 _. - 
rJIMFNSTON nNwiHi5i 1 A 3 
DIF’ENsION AOPT (57.52) A 4 
DIMFNSION AIKT (61 A 5 
CllHENSION CDRPG(511 A 6 
DIYENSION ASlP(S1.511, PSlf’(Slrll~ IpIVOTfSll A 7 
(T1luFfe1nrJ Yyf1n1, 7f101r pP(lOl* CSEG(lO1, DTHETE(lO1 A 8 
OIPFNSIOEJ PERIF(lO1, H(lOlr GSl’p(lO1 A 9 
DIhENSlOf’ CLPIS~I, SFO(lnl, DTO(1ol A lo 
COMMON /lFLL/ TDl.,TOLt,lOL3 A 11 
COMRON /StG/ SNNISI 1 A 12 
COF’tWN /IIIROPT/ T1 (53.53) ,12’(53r531.73(53,531 ,T4(53*531 rTs(53r53l A 13 
1 ,Tf1(53.53) 
CflMlWN /f EN/ kSPT (101 .NLL Ikt 
PI q 4.‘ATANlI.l 
DTP = P1/16n. 
PROGRAM WRITTFN TO IPPLENFKT TAtFFTZ PLAf’E ItJDIlCED DRAG 
OPTIMIZATION ThEOtrY DESCRIRED IN NASA C-R-3154. JUNE 1979. 
PPOGRbN kRlTTFC 9~ DR. JOHN C. KUHLf’AN* DEPT HECUANICAL 
ENGltlECHING AND MtCHANlCS , OLO UOHlNION (JPIIVERSITY, NOP- 
FOLK, VA 33~0Pr UNDFR NASA LANGLEY GRANT NSG-1357. 
THFDRy ASSUHFS A TWO OlluENS1,ONAL ADVAkCFO PANFL MODEL OF 
THE IINDlST(lRlEl~r INTERACTING WAKES OF MULTIPLF LIFTING 
S(JRFACES. 
wAPF VOHTtX StJFFT STRENGTJ’S ARE ASSUMED TO VARY IN A 
PIFCEWISt. L JNEPR FASHION. PRALYTICAL tXPRESSIONS FOP 
IND(lCFD NOHCAI VFLOClTYt HDIJLD CIRCULATION, INDlJCFD DRAG* 
AND LlFT ARF DEVECOPFD IN CR-3154 IN TtRf’S OF THE ASSUMED 
WAK t M(1Df 1. 
THESF FXPRtsSIDNS ARF USED TO ObTAIN HlNIH(Jk DRAG WAKF VORTEX 
SHFET STRERGTHS. HDIJND CIRCULATION DISTRlHlJTIONS( AND CO 
VALUFS FOR f’1hl1HllM DRAG AT A GIVEN LIFT , FOP WONPLANAR MULTIPLE 
INTtRACltkG LIFTING SURFACES , USING BOTH HUNK*S CRITEPION AMI 
A DlHFCl OPTIH17AT1DPI PPOCEDUPL. 

















































TllFN MIIST IFIF’IIT TRIP1 ES OF Yt1tlv7HHrPPP FOR EACH CORNER POINT 
OF LACH SFGHEtlTt STAF~TIF% AT WING TIP 
ICTRL-6 FnH CIRCULAM ARC WIh’G, CONE, TH 139 
ICTRL=7 tnR WING nF ARHITHARY PHI At<D ETA-EOIJAL SPACING 
lCTHL=A FOH WING OF AHRlTRAliY PHI ANll FTA-COSIKF SPACING 
tJToT=NUHHFR nF SEGPFIJTS ON SFt’lSPAN I kOTt+ FOP FOUAL ANll COSINE SPA 
READ AN IhTEGFP VARIAHLF tJLLINE =r.ENT LIFTING LINES NEFDED TO MAKE 
NTnTT = FJUHbFR r)F SFGMEEJTS Ok NLLINF 
NS = START NIIt4PER ON EACH tJLLlNt 
RFAI) (5,171) kLI.INF 
IF fNlLI~E.FO.Ot cm Tn 129 
EJTOTT = 0 
LSTAHl = 1 




RFAI) lSol31t ICNTHL.NTOT 
IF f ICNTRL.FO.Ot GO TO 1 
NS = NTOTT+l 
t!SPT (LSTAPTI = NS 
NTnTT = hTOTT*)vTOT 
ISTnP = 1 
IuHnG = 1 
IF (ICttTPL.FQ.3) GO TO 12 
IF t ICNTRL .FQ,+t r,n TO 15 
IF (ICNTRL.FR.7) Gn TO ?O 
IF tICNTRL.En.Rt GO TO 20 
CAI.CIJLATE UI-JWNUASH AT SEIit4FNT HIUPOINTS 
CONTlF!IIE 
WRITF (6*1331 
00 Ii l=letlTOTT 
wnowtd = n. 
00 IO J=I,hTnTT 











































PROGRAM nr!WAsH PAGE 3 
85 
90 
CALL CCAL (l.J,yHH,~~iH,PPp,S,AA,UH,DUIFF~GG~~F.AJ,AK,RF~TT~UU~UW~ 
CALL CONCAL (A~~RH,FF,~G,S,A,H,~~~~F~G~~J,CK~CL~~~,CN.CO~~~~~~ 
IF (RR.F.Q.O.1 tin Tn 4 
P = ?.~(ATA~(C/ARS~RR,~-ATA~ID/AI~S~RRI~~/~ARS~RR~~ 
GO TO 5 
4 Cn~TlNIIF 
P = Z./(FF-?.*S)-2./(FF+?,*S) 
5 CrlElT INIIF 
IF fUU.tIQ.O.1 G(l TO 6 
Q = ~.'(ATAN((AJ+~.~S)/ARS(U~I~)-ATANI~AJ-~.~S~/ARS~~JI~))~~ARS~~)U~ 
95 Gn TO 7 
6 CONTINIIF 
0 = 2./(AJ-Z.*Sl-Z./(AJ*2.'5) 
7. CONT IttIlE 
21 = (s's+FF~S+~GI/(S'S-FF~SIGO) 
100 22 q (s's+AJ's~AKI/(~'S-AJbS*AK~ 
AllJ = (P*A* .S~HP*ALnG(71))/(2.'Pl) 
A3lJ = (CL'P*~.'RR*S~CO"ALOG~Z~~~/~~.*S*P~~ 
CALI CONCAL IDD~EE~AJ,AK~S,A,B,C,D,F~GICJICK,CL,CHICN~CO~CP~~~ 









A4lJ = -(CL'0+2.~EE~S,CO'ALnG(Z2)~/(2.*S*Pl) 
DO R K=l*NLLlh'E 
KK = K+l 
tCt+K = hSPT(KK)-1 
IF fJ.FQ.KCHKl on TO 9 
R CONTlNlfk 
UtlOWN = w~nWt~+.5"~~A~~Jtl)*GAM~J~ln(AIIJ*A2lJ~+.S~(GAM~J*l~-GA~~Jl 
11'(A3lJ+A41J) 
(in TO 10 
9 CONTINIJF 
WDOWN = Wnnb'FJ~ .S*GAI~(J)*~A1lJ*A2lJ-A3lJ-A4lJI 
10 CnNTlr~liE 
nomvbw AT WILG ls .5 WASH AT MINUS INFINITY 
Ul7OWN = wmwrl/z. 
WnP = wnnWt~/cos(~p~(i~ b 
WRlTk (6.134) l,UIlOWN,WOp 
nNWSHf1) = WIIOWN 
11 C(ItITlVIIE 
























































GO TO 14 
C 
C GFN~IC c~FOMFTPY CAI cuL~~lms 
13 COkT I NllF 
RF40 (5.136) ~YHH~~~.~HH~~~~~‘PP~~~~~=NS~HTOTT~ 
HOT = AHS(YI~H(~SI)~S~ININS)~COS~P~P(NS~) 
fi(LSTAt?Tt = Z.*ttOT 
f,TOT = 0. 
DO 13 l=l+NTOT 
DTOT = I)TOT+St?N 1 I I 
13 COtlT Itlllc: 
IJTOT = i?.“tlTCIT 
WRlTE (h.13R) DTOT 
DTOlLSTART) = llTOT 
DTOB = DTOR+I-ITOT 
14 CONTINIIE 
GO TO I9 
C 
C GEOHETRY FOR CJPCULAH ARC AIRFOIL 
C 
15 CONT INUt 
FITOTJ = NTOT+l 
REAIJ (Se1361 FFTvTHFTeHOT 
THET = THF l*OTR 
PlLSTART) = ?.*HOT 
l-l = HFT”t(OT 
R = tV)T/Slk(TVFI) 
DlliFTA = THFT/IFLOATfNTOTll 
cm lb l=lrNTOl 
YT = -RuSlN(Tl+FT-FLOATll-l)*DTHtTAl 
ZT = -R+P’COS(THFT-FLOATlI-J)*DTliETAl 
Yfl = -H“SlN(TI+ET-FLOAT f I )“DTHETA) 
ZTI = -R+R*COS(THtT-FLOATlll*DT~ETA~ 
II = FIS-l*l 
PPP(Il) q ATA~((7T-7Tll/~YT-YTJll 
SktJ(I I) = .S~SOUT((YT-YTl)~~2~lZT-7Tll*~21 
Ylwlll) = .5*(YT*YTll 
7Hhlll) = .5”12T*7Tl) 
16 COtJTItIIJE 
DTOT = 0. 
























































DTI-JT = DlOl+SClht It 
17 CONTINIJE 
DTOT = ?.‘DTOT 
C,RlTt (61138) DTOT 
DTGlL<TAFTt = DTnT 
GTrJH = IlTOrt+ltlnT 
1F (NS.kF .I I GO in la 
OTnl = IlTOT 
1 B CONT I FItIF 
19 CONT I NltE 
GO TO 29 
C 
20 CONT IbJltE 
C 
C GEntlETRy CALCS FOR WAKE MADE OF STRA‘IGHT SEGMTS(CONCTD1 
C 
HFAD (5,137) NeRK 
NfIR = NRPK-1 
PEAD (59137) ILSFG(I~~I=I.N~RI 
C NHRK FOIIALS NIIb’tiER OF Dlt1EllGAL Ct+ANGES OR JCTS WITH 
C OTHER 1. IFTlh’G LlNtS +2 
REAlI (5+136) t~~~lt,7(lt,PPtIt~l=l~N~RKl 
DO 21 I=l,tJonK 
21 VRITF (6,132) YYI1t,7(1lrPPl1t 
on 22 i=l,kfw 
22 PfRlF(Tt = SQRTt(Z(I+ll-7(l~t’*2*(YY(I+lt-Yy~lIl**2l 
DTnT = 0. 
DO 73 l=lrNBR 
23 DTOT q DTOT+PLRlFtIt 
WRITE (6.13R) DTOT 
DTOILSTAPT) = DTOT 
DTOta = DT(~B+DTOT 
IF fNS.NF.1) GO T(1 24 
DTOl = t-tTOT 
24 CCNT INlIt 
DO 25 l=lrNttRK 
25 PPtlt = tlTR*PPtlt 
tt(LSTAUTt q ?.‘ARS(Yy (NRRKt I 
IF 1lCNTRl .FO.Fl Go To 30 
DO 7h l=lrNBR 
SEG(lt = n.5”t=ERlFfll/LSFG(lt 
































































S = SEQ(NOHI 
SNNfNSl = S 
PPP (NS) = PP (NRRK I 
YHti(NS) = YYtNODKJ~SuCOSfPPPfNS)t 
7HHtNS) = ZtMBPKt+S~SlN~P~PINSl) 
N 1 = NS 
II0 7H J=l,h’@R 
NSEG = Nl+LSEG(NflfiK-J)-1 
II = FIl*l 
LL = NRP-J 
LH = L1+l 
DO 37 l=II,tJsk6 
SNN(I) = SEOJLbt 
YHH (1 I = yHH(l-])~7.~sEOJLHl~cos~~PP~~l)) 
7t’tl ( I t = 7HH(I-l),?.oSEfJfLHt*SIN(PPP~~l)l 
PPPII) = PPPfCl) 
N I = Nl +t StG(NBHK-J) 
IF (LL.EO.0) 60 70 7A 
SFJN (Nl ) = SF(I(LLl 
yHH(N1) = yt~~(NsFG)+COS~PP(LHt)‘SEOo*COS(PPP(NSEGIt+SE~~l.~) 
7Wi(til) = ~HH(kSEC)+SINlPPlLH~l*SE~tLLt~SINIPPPP~NS~Gl)~SE~lLH~ 
PPP(N1) = PP(LH) 
CON1 INIIF 
CONTI~IIIE 
GO TO 47 
COSINE SPAC It’G CAI CULAT IONS 
CON1 INIIE 
IF tyytl).Fo.n.) r+n TO 32 
IjO 31 I=l,NPR 
DTt+FTF f I I = PI/(FLnAlfLSFG~k’PHK-II)) 
GO Tn 35 
DO 34 I=1 *hPP 
IF (1 .FlJ.Nt!!IIt c,n Tn 33 
Ttc VAfJIAbLF TJTI+FTA is NAMED ARPAY DTHETE(I~ IN ICNTRL=G 
OTHFTFlIl = Pl/ IFLOAT (LSEGthEHK-I))) 
GO TO 34 
COFIT ItllJf 
DTHFTF(1) = PI/(?.*FLO4TIL~EGfN~~K-I)lt 
CONTItJIIt 




















































St’N(NSI = n.S”FERIF (Il”(I.-COS(DTHETF (Ill) A 253 
GO TO 36 A 254 
35 I?H = n.S’f:tRIFfN~P) A 255 
SHbfNSl = O.5~~H~ll.-C0S(I~T~‘FTFll~~~ A 256 
36 PPP(NS) = FP(hElRK\ A 251 
FIN = n A 258 
no 40 1=1,ktw A 259 
NN = tlt’+LStB(bP(PK-I) A 260 
IF (I.FO.WP.Ab’D.YY(l).Fn.n.) GO TO 31 A 761 
HH q n.5*PEPIF (NHPK-I I A 262 
GO TO 3A A 263 
37 COtITINlJF. A 264 
HH = PFRIFfNPRK-II A 265 
38 CnNT INIIF A P66 
LL q l.SFGlMWK-I) A 267 
rm 39 J=I,LL A 268 
1F (I.F0.l.AEIO..J.E0.1~ on To 39 A 269 
NH = NN-LL+J A 270 
Kt4 = tIci+F!)c-1 A 271 
PFP(Kt’) = PP(kRRK+l-II A 272 
SNN(Kt.‘) = 0.5o~RH~(CnSfFL~AlIJ)*flTHETE(IlI-C~S(FLOAl(J-l~+~T~ETE~I A 273 
1))) A 274 
StJh (KCI) = AH5 (SNN (KM) I A 275 
39 cntl7 ItwF A P76 
40 cntlT~bluF A 277 
YtW (1JS) = YY(~lrHK),~~NlNS)“cOS(FPP(NS)) A 270 
7HHfNS) q 7lt’fll;K)*StJt~~NS)~SI~~PPP(NS)) A 279 
NSEG = NTOT A 2AO 
00 41 II=?rFISFG A ?81 
1 = NS-I+11 A 282 
YHh(I) = Y~~(I-~)~S~I~I~I-~~“COS(FFP(I-~~~*SNN(I~*COS(PFP(I~I A 283 
ZHl+(I) = 7~‘H(I-1)+Stl~!~t-l)‘SIN~FFP~I-lll~SNE1~I~*SIN(PPP~Ill A 284 
41 CnNlItrllt A 285 
47 COtiTINIIt A 286 
IF IL’iTART.EQ.hLLI~Ft 60 10 43 A 217 
1S14RT = lSTLPT+l A ZRR 
GO TO 7 A 2R9 
43 CORTINUF A 290 
IF I ICMTFL .FQ.f 1 VPITE (6,139) A 291 
1F lli-VTW .tQ.?l wl,lTF th.1401 A 292 
IF (1rNTlfL.FQ.H) WRITE (h,l4ll A 293 























NSPT(LH) = NTOlT+l 
WRITE (he1471 
MPITE (61143) fI~YHHl11.7~H~ll~PPF(I)rl=I,NTOTT) 
WRITE 161144) 
WPITF (6,145) (I,St~~l~Il~I=l,kTOTTl 
PEAn,WPlTF CL SREF , ETC 
REAll (5,136) CLDES.SHEF 
HSAWE = h(l) 
IF (tdt I INF .E0.1 I GO TO 45 
DO 44 1’7,NLLINF 
PTFP = P(I) 
@SAVF = AlrAxl IRSAVt .HTEMl 
CONTIMIIE 
ARAT = FlSAVF*HSAVt /SRtF 
st4lt4 = SN~JI~) 
IJO 46 1=2rtuTOTT 
STEM = SNN(1) 
SMIN q A~It!l (St’IN,STENl 
TO1 = 5.F-nS*St-!IN*NSPTf2) 
TOLE q TOL 
TOL3 = 0.0ns’sPlN 
WRITE (61157) TOL? 
CON1 I E!IIE 
IF f InRAG.F0.7) GO Tn 57 
hFITE (69146) CLDESISREF,ASAVE,AAAT 
CrRITf. (69 1491 
IDPA = Irwb6+1 
SET IJP ALL A FOR tMItllc CRITFPlON OPTIHIZATIO~J 
DO 49 I=lrNTnTT 
DO 4H J=l,h’TflTT 
CALL wtAl ~l~J.~TOTT~YHH~7H~rFFP~A~PT(I~Jll 
AOFT(I,Jl = ACt’T(I.J1*2./SRtF 
CON1 IhlliF 
cntlT I tw 
IL q NTOTTel 
00 50 I=l.tITOTT 





























































PrtPl(J.Jl.l = CnsiPPPlJlt 
COrVTJf~lIF 
DO 51 l=l*)vTOTT 
I)0 51 .I=lrNTnTT 
ASI~(1.J) = AOPTfJ~Jt 
CnrITJNIIF 
IL1 = N1071 
AflnvF: Jt J Js ~ENPUHARY SET tu NT~TT 
GO TO 77 
CONTINUE 
SFT IIP ALL b ThRnUGH F FOR ALL JrJ TO DO DIRECT OPTIMIZATION 
JIWAF = JDHAG+J 
IF (NLLJNE.NF.lt GO TO 7 
NTOTZ = KTOTT+Z 
NTnT3 = NlnTT+3 
t-IO 53 J=J~FITOT3 
On 53 J=l.EtTOT3 
TI(JvJ) q 0. 
T2lJ,Jl = 0. 
T3~Jt.l~ = 0. 
T4fleJt = 0. 
T5(J,J) = 0. 
Th(J,.Jt q 0. 
CON1 IFlIlt 
DO 54 I=l,NTnTl 
11 = I+1 
DO 54 J=l~hT0lT 
Jl = ,I+1 
CALI. nRACPL (J,J,YttH,7Hti~PPP,AJNTJ 
Tl~Jl,Jll = AJhT(It 
TZ(Jl,Jl) = AJkTf?) 
T3(Jl,JIt = AJlvT(3) 
T4IJlrJIJ = AJNT(4) 
T5~11,Jlt = PJhl15) 
TflJJ,J1l = PJkTlht 
CONTJNIIF 
DJPECT nPTJCJ7ATInN HOI)< 
m-t 56 I=I,~ITOTT 
11 = 141 






















































4 2 II 
JI = .I+1 A 379 
AoPT(J,J) = ~3(~l,JI)-T4~J1~J1~-TSo*Th(ll+T6~Jl~Jll+T3~Il-l~Jll-T4 A 3RO 
l~Jl-J,~Il+T~fJ1-lrJl1-T6tJl-l~Jl~~l3~Il-l,Jl-ll*T4JIl-l~~l-ll*T5fI A 381 
2l-J,~l-l~tT~(Jl-l~Jl-ll+T~fJl~~l-ll~T4fJl,JJ-ll-T5~Jl~Jl-ll-T6fJJ~ A 3R2 
3~l-l)~l.5'S~~~(J)'fTl1Jl~JJl-T2lJl~Jll~*l.5~St~~fIJ~~TlfJl*Jl-ll*T2f A 383 
411rJl-111 A 384 
IF fJ.FO.1) (In Tn 55 A 385 
AOPT(l,Jl = IrOPTlJvJl +.S~~~h(J-l~*(T1~Jl-l~Jll-T2(Jl-l~Jll+Tl(Jl-l A 386 
IrJl-Il*l2fJ1-l.JI-lll A 387 
55 CnNT INlIt A 3HA 
Al‘)Pl t1.J) = POPTflrJ)'O.25 A 3R9 
56 CnNTJC'IIt- A 390 
t-m b4 J=l,E'TOTT A 391 
11 = I+1 A 392 
IF fJ.FQ.11 60 Tn hn A 393 
SCON = O.5~fSMk~ll+SNN~J-llt A 394 
TFkP = Il. A 395 
nn 59 J=l*NTOlT A 396 
Jl = J+l A 397 
TEMP = .5"S~~fJ-1l'fTlfll,Jl)-TZo*TlfJJ,Jl-ll~T2fJl~Jl-lll A 398 
IF fJ.EQ.hilflTTl Iill Tn 5A A 399 
IS = J+l' A 400 
110 57 JP=JS,NTf-lTT A 401 
JPl = JP+l A 402 
57 TEMP = TECP~~C@N~fTltJPlrJll-T2fJPl.Jll*Tl~JPl~Jl-ll*l2fIPl~Jl-lll A 403 
5P CONT JNUF A 404 
PnPTI1.J) = bnPT(l~Jl+TC~P A 405 
AOPT(J,Jl = PnPT(JrJ)/SREF A 406 
59 CONT JNIIE A 407 
GO TO h3 A 408 
60 CONT JNllt A 409 
SCON = .5*SNN(I I A 410 
DO f:? J=lrkTOTT A 411 
Jl = J+l A 412 
TEMP = 0. A 413 
DO 61 Jp=i'rb'TnTT A 414 
JPl = lf'+l A 415 
TENP = TtYP~sCnN~fTltlpl,Jl~-T2~JPl~Jll*Tl(IPl~Jl-ll*T2~IPl*Jl-lll A 416 
61 CONTJFIIIE A 417 
PnPTfIrJl = Al~PTIJrJ)+TFMP A 418 
A0PTfl.J) = EI?PTIJ~JI/SPE'F A 419 
67 CnkT JNuE A 420 









63 CnNT JrIltE A 421 
64 CnNT JEIIIC A 422 
PI-I h5 l=lrNTnTT A 423 
nn 65 J-1tNTnTT A 424 
65 TlIJ,J) = PDF‘T(JIJ) A 425 
On hh l=l,tJTI,TT A 426 
DO bh J'lrNTnTl A 427 
AnPT1J.J) = 7.~fA~PTtl.Jl*TlIJ*J)~ A 428 
h6 CnNT INlIE A 429 
IL = rlTOTT+l A 430 
11. 1 = I I. A 431 
IL2 q lL+l A 432 
DO 67 J=Jrll. A 433 
AnPTlI,IL?) = 0. A 434 
67 CnNT J1lIlF. A 435 
AnPT(JLI,JL7) = Cl.DFS A 436 
AOPTIJLI~J) = P~coS~P~P(~))'SNNI~)~"~/(~.~SR~F) A 437 
IMl 61! J=7~NTnTT P 430 
AnPTlILl.IJ = (~~CnsippP(J))~fNN~J)~+2+COS~PPPlJ-J)~*S~~~J-l)*~2)* A 439 
l4./13.*SRtF) A 440 
hR COtlT JNUt A 441 
SWX = 0. d 442 
on hl, J=?*F'TOTT A 443 
SIIHX = SIWx +tnF IPPP I I ) I *SNN t I ) A 444 
69 CnNTlNIIE A 445 
AnPllJLlrl) = bnp?(It ),1),(4./SHtF)*Skkll)~S~IE(X A 446 
Dn 77 J'PtlrrTl~TT A 447 
swx q cns~PPp~J~)~Sr~IN~Il*s~~~J-l) A 448 
11 q l*l A 449 
IF I I .FO.hTnTT) Ii0 TO 71 A 450 
I)0 70.J=Jl ,I'TfllT 
SIJC'X q S~llvx+CnS(pPPtJ)I'SNtJ~J)*~SNNJJ)*SNN~J-I)) 
70 CnNT ItlIlt 
7) CnNll~ilE 
AnPT(ILI.Jl = bnPT~JllrJ~+14.~S~~F)oSlJ~X 
72 CON I I Wit 
uo 73 I=I*rITnll 
AnPT(Il.l,J) = ?.'A0PTlIL1.11 
73 CnNT 1trllF 
DO 74 1=1 .rJTnTT 





















74 cnriT J~IIIE 
IjO 75 1=1,11 1 
CLPfJ) = AnPTfJI.l.1) 
75 CON1 I tlllE 
VPJTF (6.147) 1CLPl1)~1=1~1L11 
AnPT~JLl~Jl 11 = 0. 
DO 76 J=l~JLI 
00 76 J=I,JLl 
PSIC(J,J) q AnPT(1e.J) 
I~SJM(l,lI = AOPTiJrJL7) 
76 COCT JFWE 
WPJTE (6~148) 
77 CWT JNIlt 
CALL SJMEO (~SJM~~LJ,HSJ~~~~OET~IPIVOT~~~~JSCA~.~J 
IT = Ill+1 
On 7R I=ltJLl 
78 AnPT(I.JT~ = PSIMtJrlJ 
C SET JLl “ACK 70 NTOTTIJ 
IL1 = NTOlT+l 
IF fJOPAF.NE.3) Gil TO Rl 
CLCHk = I-I. 
nil 79 l=J~NTOTT 
AnPTfJ,Jl.2) = RSl~‘(Jrl) 
CLCHK = CLCHK+CLPIJ~“AOPT(J~JL2~ 
79 CONT JNIIF 
URJTE (6~150) CLCHK 
nn AlI J=l,JC 
80 WRITE (hsJ52l J,AnPTfJ.JL2I 
P 1 CnNT JNU~‘ 
NRJTE (6.151) 
C 
C CAL~CIJLATE Rnulul~ CJHCULATJONS AN~ 
C CILCuLATC CPITGLN IlOUtIUASH OJVIOEl~ RY FRFESTREAM II 
C 
NTnTl = hTOTT*l 
SOCCAM = 0. 
AfJPT(NTOTJrJL) = 0. 
IF (IPRPG.NE.3) fw TO 87 
DO 02 I-IrJL 
07 PnPTllrJLB = AnPT(J,JL2) 
mPrtJi..JL) = n. 






















































IlO 84 I=lrC'TnTT A 505 
CALL G~MCAL (I.IL,S;FIH~AOPT,P~A~~I A 506 
HGAHIIt = RGAluO A 507 
84 CONTINtIF A 50A 
IF (NIL Ih'F..Fo.It GO TO Yfl h 509 
F!l 1 = NLLINE-I A 510 
DO H5 I=IrNll A 511 
II q F!I.LIbE-141 A 512 
11 = II+1 A 513 
JF = NSPTtlIt-I A 514 
GSIIHII) = HGACIJF~*A~PT~JF,IL~‘SNN(JE) A 515 
85 COhT Itlltt A 516 
DO AY I=l*F~I.l A 517 
I1 = NlLlkF-I+2 A 518 
JE = tISPT(lIt-I A 519 
YT q YHnlJF)*SbNlJFtnCGS(PPP(JE)) A 520 
IF (ARS(Ylt.1 T.n.nOnlt GO 10 R9 A 521 
JF q NSPTtZt-1 A 522 
Ml Hb J=I.JF A 523 
JS = J A 524 
IF fYT.LT.YHl’(Jtt Gn 10 I\7 A 525 
86 CONTINltF A 526 
A7 CONTINIIC A 527 
DO llla J=JSvJF A 52A 
H(>AIU(J) = RGAC (<It +GSIlM ( I I A 529 
88 CORT I EIIIF. A 530 
8G CDtJT INlIE A 531 
90 CIIF!TINIIF A 532 
SIIYG~ = 0. A 533 
DO 94 1’1 thTflT1 A 534 
IjO Yl ,l=I,NLL.I~t- A 535 
JJ = J+l A 536 
JChK = F’SPT (J.Jt-I A 537 
IF (I.Fl1.JCt’Io GO TO 97 A 538 
91 CIINTINIIt A 539 
SIIHGAlr : S~I~~~P~.~+COS~PPP(~))~(SNN~I~~~~~~AOPT(II~,IL~*~.*AGPT~I~IL~ h 540 
1)/3.tS~IN(l)~f’SAF1(1)) A '541 
Gil TO 93 A 542 
92 COYTlElUF A 543 
SUNGAM = SII~GAH~COS(P~P~I))~~SN~J~I~~~~~~.~A~PT~I~~L~/~.+~NN~I~*RGA A 544 
IHtltl A 545 
93 cnhT INIIF A 546 









94 CONT 1 NUF 
IF (NLI lNE.t’F .l t tie 70 95 
JF = IJSPT (71-l 
95 Cf’ElTlNltt 
RGAM(tlTOT1) = FGAC~JF)+P~PT(JFIILI*~NN~JE~ 
\IIWU q CLIIE~~~RFF/~I\.~S~I~~C,PH~ 
C 
C H~SCALF npT Ct’FI) SHFET STHEkGTtiS 
C TO BE f)JVlI)FD PY It JIJSTFAD OF W 
C 
IF (lDRAG.FD.3l 60 TO 97 
00 96 l=l,NTOTl 
BGAM (1 ) = I’GAF ( J t uwrmt 
96 AOPT(lrIl.1 = AOPT~l.TCI’WnH~l 
97 CIWT INlIE 
r r: HESl:Al F HlMlt.‘T, + SHtl~ STt,ENGTHS TO CALCUI ATE AVG . NON-DIM VALUES 
C 
C AnPT I 1. IL I =npT %tlED SHEET SlPEtrbTHS 
C HGPCI 1 i t =% HOIIFID C JFC VALIIE S 
C CIIPAG( 1 t=OPT NON DJtt HOlIND CJRCS 
C GAM(l,= OPT NDk DJt4 SHED StikF T VALUES 
C 
sfte13rt.t q 0. 
SIIIIGAH = 0. 
N5 - NSPT 121-l 
00 Inn J=J.Ns 
TFCIP = A~PIfl+I,Il t 
DO 99 J=l ,hLLlkF 
JJ = J+l 
JrHr = NSPl IJJI-I 
IF ll.t:F’.JCf+Kl GO Tfl 9R 
Ttf.:~ = n. 
QP COF’T JFIIIC 




































A 582 SIIMI,AM = S\IHGAHrShb’(l)” (TEtdP+AOf’T (I r IL1 I 
q11bfiAM = SIJE~~AH~?.~SNN(J~~(H~~A~~~J)~~S~N~J~/~~.~*~~.’TFE(P*A.*AOPT~~ A 503 
JrlLttt A 504 
101-1 CO&TlF!llE A 585 
Sl)t!GAE! = SIIF~~Ah/l-ITIIU A 586 
sut3cian = SUHGbt4/t\lcl( \ 1 A 5R7 
NS = rlTPT(?)-? A 5RA 










IF (ICNIHI .Fn.61 cln T~I In1 A 591 
CDPP(i f 1+ I I = PITAM ( I + 1 ) /SIJRGA~! A 592 
60 To 102 A 593 
in1 m~iIwt A 596 
CIIRAG(l+ll = P~~Af4(I.l~/H~iAH(NSl~ A 595 
1 n7 CoNT Ir~ltF A 596 
in3 cnh!TI~uE A 597 
Jl = NSPTf?l-I A 598 
CfWAGfh’TOTlt q HCP~(JL)+A~PTlJL*IL)*SNN(JL) A 599 
CDFAG(MTOT1) = CnRA6(NlOTl)/SUtJGAM A 600 
no 104 l=I.NTnlT A 601 
GPV(I) = AIJP~II. IL)/SW'GAW A 60; 
104 CCNTltJIIk A 603 
CnPbG(i) = n. A 604 
(iAV(tlTnTl) = n. A 605 
IF ~Nl.LIRE.fO.1) cd To 109 A 606 
n[J 1OR I=?,I~lLINF A 607 
JS = t!qPl 11) A 608 
II q I*1 A 609 
JF = NSPT(lI)-I A 610 
S\Il'fjAl4 = (I. A 611 
T,n 10h J=J5,JF A 612 
TFCP = AfJPT (J*l. IL t A 613 
IF (J.trt’.Jt I En To 105 A 614 
TFHP = Il. A 615 
I n5 cmT Ihwc A 616 
SllHGAM = SI~P~AC~?.‘S~N~Jt*fH6AH(J~*lS~NlJ)/1Z.)*f4.~TEMP+~.~A~PT(J A 617 
l*lLlJl A 618 
106 CbtlTIN1lt A 619 
SlIPGAb’ = SIII*GAlv/lJTIl (I ) A 620 
IX-J 107 J=JS.JF A 621 
CnHAG (,I1 = PGAlv (,I) /SlJHGAb’ A 622 
In7 Cnb,rItIliF A 623 
Inp CmTlw~t A 624 
109 Cf’bT ItlIlt A 625 
Ijrl 112 l=l,NTOll A 626 
IF (l.FO.hlOTIl f,fI TO 1 In A 621 
FTA = 7.‘f-Yt’t’flt+Srtr\~(ll*CCIS~P~P(I)I)/BSAvE A 6?8 
r.n TO III A 629 
1 1 n COtIT IFUIF A 630 









FTA = n. 
1 I I ClltlT JtlIIF 
WRITE (6.157) I~l~(;A~(I)rC~)RA~~Il~A~PT(~JrlL)r~iAlrfI)~FTA 
I I? CONTlNllt 
c 
c INDUCFO DRAG CALC IlSJhG ANALYTICAL IN7 OF Wk TIMES ROUND CIHC 
C 
CI, = 0. 
NLL = NLLJFlt + J 
110 119 J=~,EJT~TT 
no 113 K=T,NLI 
ICHK = NSPT(I)-J 
1F (ICHK.t~~.Il GO TO 114 
I13 CDt’TItlllt 
)rI q n~A~lI)+.~~~SNN(I)~(AnPTfI~I.ILl*3.*A~PTfI~ILI) 
YJ = .S~~lPlJPTlI+I,ILt+AOPT(lrlL)) 
71 = .5”lA~PT(I~IrILt-AOPT(lrILlI 
on Tn 115 
I I4 C(JNTINllE 
XI q HRAt~(I)+.75~SFIN(I)'AOPT(I~II.) 
YI = .S~AO~TfJ,ILl 
Zl = -VI 
I 15 CONT I NllF 
IIn 119 J=J,tJTOTT 
I-IO 116 K=?*tll 1 
JCHK = NSP? (V 1 -I 
TF fJ.FO.JCt’Kl IGIl Tn II7 
I16 Cl-lFlTINIlF 
YJ q .5”fAOPT(J+I,IL)+AOPTfJ,ILll 
7J = .S’lAOPT(J+I,II I-AfIPTfJ,ILIb 
GO 11) IIP 
117 CONTIEI~IF 
YJ = Il.S”AflPTfJ,II I 
7.1 = -YJ 
I) 8 l-ONT JNUF 





































CDJ = ~JnYJnaIFT(J)~~J~7J~AINT(2)rYI~YJ~AINT(3J*Yl~~J~Al~T(4~*~I*Y A 667 
IJ~AJNT(Sl+7T*7J*AItlTf6l A 668 
CD = c0+c01 A 669 
119 CW’TINIJE A 670 
cn = CD*2./5REF A 671 
IF lIDRAG.~0.31 GO TO 120 A 677 









WF?ITL' Ih.154) Cl) A 673 
(if) TO 121 A 674 
120 CnNTlNIIE A 675 
\lPlTt (hrl53) CO A 676 
I21 CnNT INlIt A 677 
Dlnf 41 = SljFFnCI.OI 5’*2/(Pl’(PSAVt t **2) A 678 
IF (113PfiG.EO.3) GO TO 122 A 679 
WlalTF (h~155) DInFPl .WI)HII A 680 
122 CnhTINlrt A 601 
LIEFF q I)IDFAL/(IJ A 602 
r!PlTE (6.156) PFFF A 683 
1571-U’ = lSlflP+l A 604 
rw 123 I=i,k~n~i A 685 
123 Ofi~(l) = AnPT(l.ll) A 686 
f31-1 TO 3 A 607 
124 CfWT I EllIli fi 688 
cnAPP = n. A 689 
rw i2f1 I=lqh~T(?~~ A 690 
DO 125 J’1,E’l.I IbJF A 691 
JJ = J+l A 692 
JchC = hrSFT(.IJ)-l A 693 
IF I I .FO. JCIIK I GO TO Ii’6 A 694 
125 CC’NT INllF. A 695 
CD4pP = ~:llb~~Pr~.~S~Fl~I)~llNUSH(l)~(HGA~r(lJ+.ilS~(AOPT~I+]~~L~+3.~AOP A 696 
1Tl1,11.)1*S~~~1(111 A 697 
6Il TO 127 A 690 
126 CDNTlNtlF A 699 
CDAIJF = CI~A~,P~2.~S1~~(l)~l~NuSh~I)“lHGA~~l~*.75”AOPT(IrlLl’SNN~I~) A 700 
127 CON1 INtIc’ A 701 
12R CObT IHIIF A 702 
CllAPP q 4 .aCDAPP/Sl’FF A 703 
WITE fh.15CI) COAI’I’ A 704 
IF t lPPfiG.t0.3) GO TO 2 A 705 
6fl To 41 n 106 
]2$ (.(Ic:T Ib!llF. A 707 
A 708 
130 FnPvAT(lHlb A 709 
131 FOPMfi.T(SI51 A 710 
132 F~IF~AT(25~.31-15.5l A 711 
133 FOPE~AT(//33x.1~1~7Xr~HD~UN~~ASH.7X~lOH~/C0S~PHI~/J A 712 
134 FOPMAT (30X. 15.2F 15.51 A 713 
135 FnPrrbT(/3nX,22HGFr:FnAL INPIIT GEOMETRY//) A 714 
PPORPAH ClNWPSH PAGE 18 
735 
740 





13P FOPMAT (30X .37tlTOTAL PLANFORk PERJPHERPL LENGTH=,FJ5.5/) 
139 FOPt~nT(/3nX,l7HCJRCllLAR ARC WING) 
340 F0Pb’nTt/3OX,2lHF~lllAL SFGMFNT SPACING) 
141 F~RM~~T(/~OX,?ZHC~SJ~IF SCGMENT SPACING) 




146 FlIFHAT(/// 75X,2nt’nFSJGN LlF7 C0tF. q ,FIO.~//~~SX,??HCING HEFEREN 
ICE AREA = .FlO.5//.;5X, l6HREF YJNG SPAN = , Fln.S//,2SXe 
715HASPFCT RATIO = ,FlO.S/) 
147 Fntwn~~/irqlnf in.31 
148 F0PHATf///?Sx,~4HnJHFCT OPTlHJZATI0N IJSING ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION F 
10R Cl)//) 
I49 F0RHATt///2e,X,37HOpTJMtJc: l.CIAI)JNG IISING ClltNKS CRITERION//l 
lsn F~PMAT~//~~x,~~HLJFT COFFF CALCULATEO FROM CLP ANI) SOLVED GAH=, 
lCJ3.5/) 


























is3 F0ptiA~t///25x.f 7~Cn cALCIILATF~ USING suR DRACAL AND LoA0s FROP nrR A 737 
IECT 0PTJ~!J2ATl0N = ,Fl5,5/,‘) A 730 
154 FORNATt///25X,f 4tiC0 CALCIJLAJF.0 ItSING SUP DRACAL AND OPTIH LOADS US 
IJHG IlIIEJK (‘kJT =,Fl5.5//) 
155 F(iPWATt25Xrl9t’CC(~ F0R FLAT WING q rEl5.5/25x,35hRATlO OF ZERO OJHEO 
lphl nnwkst~/tt 3 .F 15.51) 
I56 F0GNAT(//25X.49t!INJI~IICEI~ PH46 EFFICIENCY FOR YJNGS OF EOIJAL SPAN = 
JeFlq.h/) 
157 F~~Rf~4T(/35X,l4~TOL It.1 SNTAN =gE15.5/) 
ISE FOR~PTt/2SX.?Ht~AppHOx Cl1 USING SOLVE0 HOUND/25X~4?HCIRCULAlIONS AN 

















1 SItRHI~IITIt:F I:AkCAt. (1, IL~~N~~ADt’l~H6A~O~ H 1 
c El 2 
c CALCIII ATk Ent~td? Cl~CllLAllnN AT LtFT EM Pl OF StGHENT IeHGAH H 3’ 
C AnPT l.~Sl Cnlt~b!~ Cr~ldTAlrlS AhtiAY OF OPlIMIZED SHED SHEET STRENGTHS H 4 
5 c 0 5 
CnPPn~’ /FEN/ NSPlllOt.NLl Iht H 6 
Dlb’Etl~lnk SltN I1 t 9 AnPrlh7rlt H I 
DC-At!0 = It. H A 
no I )c=I.NI I IhE R 9 
KK = NILIFIF-K+l 0 10 
KCHK = NSPT (Kk) A 11 
IF (I .F(;.KCtW) GO TO 4 0 12 
IF (I.Bl.KCHWl Iin Tn 2 R 13 
I f-ON1 INttF 0 14 
2 Cnh!T IEltlE 0 15 
rST = KChK 0 16 
FtCAFqIl = Ant’T(~ST,ILt~SNNlKST~*AOPT~I,ILI’SNtJ~I-1) 0 17 
KfHKl = kCtlK+l 0 18 
IF (I.EU.KChKIt Tro TO 5 0 19 
1N = I-I 0 20 
IP = Kcrc*l 0 21 
II0 3 J=IP~lt+ R 72 
Gr.AMft = ~6PH~+AnPTIJ11Lt~(S~t~~J-lt+S~NlJ~) 0 23 
3 COtIT IFlltF 0 24 
GO TO 5 0 25 
4 BGPMO q Il. R 26 
5 CONT INlIt El 27 
FtFTIIHPI R 20 
FND R 29 
.b 














cAl.CIIlATF. F”PTH1I C~CFFICIEFI~ FOR DRAG OPTlHl7ATlON USING MtJNK GRIT 
FINDS CDEF nF 1 IH DOVNWASH IXJE TO JTH SHED WFET STWNGTH 
IF, FINDS COFF btLtLTll'LYlFJG STRtNGTH J IN EOItATlON 1 
C)lMFN'ilON YHt'(l). 7tiH(lt, PPtJlll 
Cr~YHrw /SEG/ SNNISIt 
cmtttnrl /FFN/ N~PTlltl),NLI.lht 
IhlTEtiFR t' 
PI = L.*ATbhtl.t 
PAAP = It. 
ICMTRL = n 
P=l 
K = J 
1 CONTIF!lIE 
CPLI. CCAL lP,K,YHtI,7ttH,PPPrSFJNIK) .AA,RH~DD,FF,GG~EE~AJ,AK~~~~Tl~UU 
1 *WC1 
CALL CnNCAL (PP,HH.FF ,GG,SNN(Kl ,A,H,C~O,F,G,~J,HK,RL,RM~HN~flD~GP,l 
1) 
IF fHR.Ff1.0.) lin TO 2 
EYPR = ~,~lATAh?(C,AHS(RR))-ATAN2(D~AHS(PR)))/(AGS~~R1) 
60 TO 3 
2 CONT INIIF 
F YPR = 7./u-7./c 
3 cnblT INIIE 
Wl.OG = 0l.m lF /G I 
AlPK = (A~tLPP+.S~HH~~RLDG)/~2.*Pl) 
A3PK = l~L~t~PP+Z.~t~P’SF~FIlK~+Hl~*~LOG)/~2.*Pl*SNNlK)1 
GAIL CnhCAL lIlD~Ff~AJ~AK~S~~(K1~A~H~C~D~F~G~GJ~~K~~L~R~~~N~GO~~P~2 
1) 
JF llJll.tR.II.) GO Tll 4 
EXPR = 2,~lATAN2lC~ARSllIlJ))-ATAN2lDtA~SllIU~11/tARS1~lll11 
GO Tn c, 
4 CnbTlF!ItF 
EXPR = Z./I!-7./c 
s CONT Ibltit 
RlflG = ALnG(F/Gt 
A7PK = -lA~FXPr~~.~~CF”l?LnP)/l2.“PI) 
A4PK = -~~~~EL~~~?.“CE~~~N~K)~HO~HLOG~/~~.~PI~S~~N(K)~ 
IF lICNTRL.Fft.7) GG TO 7 











































SWIROLIT INF. wCAL PAGE 2 
45 
50 
ICNTWI. = 7 
I-JO 6 I.=l.NLLlNF 
JCHK = NSPTtI.1 
IF (K.FO..JCtiCl GO In I-c 
6 CONT INlIE 
K = J-l 
Gn Tn 1 
7 CI-W’T INlIE 
PPAA = PAAAln.S’(PlYK+A?PK+A3PK) 



















SllfJROIITINF CCAL fIr.J,ytI~~~ZHHrPPP~S,AArflC!rDDrFF~GGrEE,JJrKKrRR,TT,U 
lU*WWl 
C 
C summit INF CCAL 
C 
C CALCIILATFS GFOtlETRICAL CONSlANTS NEEDED IN FVALUATION OF ItiTEGRALS 
C FOR VARYIbC, 1 PNll J VALIJES 
C 
REAL JJ,KK 
DIMENSION Yllb f 1 I . 7HHfll. PPPfll 
DYlJ = YtttIIII-YHHIJ) 
07iJ = ZHtiii;-7HHfJj D 12 
cot = Casfr’PPfll) D 13 
511 = SINlPPPfIll D 14 
CDJ = COSfPPPfJ)l 0 15 
SIJ = SIN(PPPfJl t D 16 
AA = DYIJ*COI~D71J*SII 0 17 
RIi = -coslPPPlJ~-PPP~Il~ 0 18 




GG = OYlJ”f~YlJ+D7lJ”DZlJ 
OYIJP q YHttfl)+YHHtJt 
DZIJP = DZlJ 
DD = DyIJP~COl+DZlJP”SII 
FE = COSfPPPfJl+PPPfI)t 
JJ = 2.“(DYIJP+‘COJ-DZIJP*SlJt 
KK = DYIJP*DYIJP+D~IJP”DZIJP 
PR = 2nfDYIJ~SfJ-DZIJ”COJl 
TT = 2nSINfF’PPfJt-PPPfIll 
Itlt = 2.“fDYlJP’SIJ*DZIJP’COJl 




































SURRWT INt: COtiCI\L 
CA1CllLATF.S GFOYFTHICAL CWSTANTS NEEDED IN EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS 
RFAL JtK rL rM,k 
A = AA-0,5*RR*FF 
R= 1 .-t’P*HA 
C = FF*P.‘S 
ll = FF-2.*S 
F = S*!i+S”FF+GG 
G = S*S-S’FF+GF 
J = E.*lAA4S”PP) 
K = 7 .* IAA-S*PH) 
L q O.?,*tHR*FF*FF-AP*FF-2.*Hb*GGj 
H q 0.50 t-f F-6.~AAot(P*4.~FF*H~rBB) 
N = t.*lt!b*tW-l.)‘HR 
0 = 0,5*(AA-FF*HQt 























































SURROtITlkE SNlPN (S,CIRRIPR~TT~RTAN,RSTAN,RS~TAN~RS~TAFJ~RS~TAN~ 
SLIRROIIT INF SNTPN 
EVALUATES INTEGRALS OF THF FORM S~aNaATP~((C+2’BR*S)/(PR*S*TT11 
ALL DlV1DF.D AY (RR+f*TTJ 
WITH RFSPECT TO S RFTWEEN LIMITS OF -S AN0 S FOR N=O,lr2,3. 
ATAN PPHT OF INTECRPNO APPROXIHATED AS A GUAllR(ITlC IN S Yttlttt IS 
FORCED TtiROllGP ATAN VALUFS AT -S,OvANU S. 
A,C ARF CALCIILATEU IN SURROUTINE CONCAL 
H@rRR,TT PRF CALCULATED IN SULJROUTINE CCAL 
RFStlLTS ARE RTAN,~STPNIRS~TA~~RS~TAN 
APPROXIWATE INTEGRAL EVALUATFD USING HACSYHA PROGRAM OF MIT PROJ, 
EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS FOR TT=O. REGIND AT AT LAREL IO 
SINGULAR INTEGRALS EVALIJATEU AT APPROXIMATE ENDPOINTS,+-SAUAY 
MIDRANGE SlNGlJLARlTlES ExCLUDED,ATAN PART OF INT APPROX- 
IMATED PS 2 OUPDRATICS 
~-I~NENS~ON AAl(393). AA(3)r lPlVOT(31 
COMMON /TELL/ TOL,TOLZ 
RPR = RP 
sss = s 
ccc = c 
RTAN = 0. 
RSTAN = 0. 
PSZTAN = 0. 
RS3TAN = 0. 
RS4TAN = 0.0 
IF (APS(TT1,LT,lE-05.ANO.ABS1RRh.LT.lE-05) GO TO 7 
IF fTT.EQ.0.0.AN0.RR.EQ.0.01 GO TO 1 
IF fTT.FP.O.01 GO TO 4 
FIRST, CtiECK FOR MIDRANGE SlkGULARITIES,EXCLU~lNG ANY FOUND 
SZERO = -RH/TT 
IF tAPSfABS(SZFRO)-Sb .LT.lF-03.AND.ARS(SZEROl .LE.S) GO TO 3 
IF tS7FRO.LT.0.0.AND.SIERO.GT.-Sj GO TO 16 
IF fS7ERO.GE.O.0.PN~.SZERO,LT.Sl GO TO lb 




















































C = ATAN?lCCC,PHSlRR)) 
Cl = .S’fATPN2f~CCC+2..RR*S1~ABSfRR~TT*S~)~ATAN2~~CCC-~..BB*S~~ARS 
IfRR-TT.S)))-C 
Cl = cl/ts*s) 
cz = (ATAN?(~CCC+P.*PB*S)(PRSIHR,TTIS)))/S-C/S-C1.S 
c 
C INTEGRANO NnY IS ~C~.S*S+C~.S~C~*S’J.N/~PR~TT.S)) 
C 
CLOGR = PLOG(PBS((RR~TT*S)/fRR-TT.S)B) 
CON0 = (C*TT.TT-C2*PR.TT+Cl.RR*RR~/fTT..3l 
CONI = (C2*TT-Cl.RR)/ITT+TT) 
RTAN D CONO+CLOG4+3..S.CONl 
CON2 = (C*TT.TT-C?.RR*TTtCl+RR+RR~/fTT+.3) 
CON3 = (C*RR+TT.TT-C2*RR*RR+TT~Cl+RR.+3~/fTT+.4~ 
RSTAN = 2,*S.CON2-CnN3+CLnGR*2.+Cl*TT.TT*S.+3/~3*TT++3) 
CON4 = lC+HP*RR*TT*TT-C~.RR.*~+TT*C~+RR.+~)/~TT+.~I 
CON5 = 4..C2*TT..3-4.*C1*RR+TT.+2 
CONS = COk5/(12*TT*.4) 
CON6 = (-C.PR.TT.TT+C2+RR*RR+TT-Cl+RR.+3~/(TT..4~ 
RSPTAN = CnN4.CLOGR+2..CON5+S..3~2..S.CONb 
CONB = 20 ..(C.TT**4-C2.RR*TT*+3*Cl*RR++2.TT+.2~/~bO+TT.*5~ 
CON9 q (C+RR.*~*T~**~-C~*RR*.~+TT*C~+RR*+~I/(TT..~) 
CON10 q C.PR..3*TT.*?-C2*RR.+4.TT+Cl*RR.*5 
CON10 q COhlO/(lT**6) 
RS3TAtl = 2.*CONB*S..3*2,.C0~9+S-CONlO+CLOGR+24..Cl.TT..4.S.+5/f~O. 
lTT**S) 
CONA = (C.RR..4.TT..2-C2*RR..5+TT*Cl*RR++b)/fTT..7) 
CONH = fC2.TT-C1+RR)/f5*TT+*21 
CONC = f-C.PR*TT..2*C2.RP.+2.TT-Cl.RR*+3)/(3rTT+.4) 
CnND = CONC*RR**Z/(TT+.2/3) 
RS4TAN = CONC*CLOGR+CONR*2.S+.5*CONC.2.S+.3+COND.2.S 
IF fRR.GT.0.) Go To 2 
RTAN = -RTAN 
RSTAN = -PSTAk 
RSZTAN = -RSi’TAN 
RS3TAN = -RS3TPN 
RS4TAN = -RS4TAN 
2 CONTINIIF. 
GO Tn 13 
3 CONTlNllE 
S~UAY = s-TnL 



























































GO TO 1 
FOR CASE OF RR NOT ZEHOvTT=O.O 
4 CONTINIIE 
R9 = AHSIRR) 
ALNNUH = (2*RH).a2+S+*2+4.C*HD+S*RR..2~C+.2 
ALNLXN = (2*RJi)..2”S+*2-4+C*LlU*S+RR+*2*C+.2 
IF fALt.‘NlIR.EB.O.O.nR.ALNDFN.EQ.O.0) GO TO 5 
GO TO ri 
5 CONT INliE 
S q S-TOL 
ALNNIJH = (2*RR)..2.S+*2+4.C.R@.S+RR**2tC*+2 
ALNDEN = (2.PU)..2.S..2-4.C.BG*S+RR++2*C..2 
6 RATLN = ALOG (ALNNlUC/ALNDEN) 
TNDJF = ATAM2(fC~2.+RH.S),RR)-ATAN2f(C-2..RD+S)~RR) 
TNStIY = ATAN2((C*7,*RE*S)rRR)+ATAN2ffC-2.+DD+S)tRR) 
RTAN = -(.25.RR/ARl.RATLN+O,5+C+TNDIF/DEl 
PTAN = RTAN/RH+S.TMSUH/RR 
RSTAN = 0.5.(S.S+~HR”RR-C.C)/f2+BR)*.2).TNDIF-.~.RR+S/RB*~~.~+C+RR 
1)/f?*RR)‘*?)+RATLt~ 
RSTAN = RSTAN/RR 
RS2TAN = (S**~/~).TNSI~H~((RR.*~-~+C..~.RR)/~~~~.~B.+~))+RATLN*C+RR+ 
JS/(3*nR*.2)-((6+C*PR.+2-2.C+*3)/~b+f2.~~)++3)).TNDJF 
RS?TAN q RSETPN/RP 
RS3TAN q ,S.*~,~,.TN”JF-((C+RR++~-C+.~+RR),~~~.B~~..~),.RATLN-TND~F 
l.(RH.+4-6*C.+2”RR.*2+C.+4)~(64.B~..4)-RR.S*+3/(l2.Rfl)-S+(9.C++2+RR 
2.+?-3.RR**4)/(40.RR*l=lU+*3) 
HS3TAN = RS3TAk/RA 
RS4TAN = (S**~/(S.RR)).T~~SlJlr:*TNDlF.f5+C.RR.*6-JO+C..3.RH++4*C+.5*R 
lR..2)/(lhO*RH.*~+RR.*3)-RATLN+fRR..6-lO.C*.2*RR+*4+5.C.+4.RR+*2)/~ 
2320*PP~.2*~~H.*5)+C*S~.3/(1S*HB.’2)*S+fC.+3-C.RR.+?)/~l0+BB.*4) 
GO TO 13 
FOP CASE OF RP=TT=O.Or IF l=J 
7 TOP = Ct?..liH.S 
@OT = C-i?.*F’R*S 
IF (C.FU.O.O.P~D.HR,E~.Q.O) GO TO 13 
SePn q -C/(?.*I!H) 
SPADPH = AHSf2t’AD) 




















































GO Tn 4 F 127 
A CUkT JNUE F 128 
WRITF (hr25t F 129 
SllL q sRAfI-Tnl F 130 
SLL = SE’AJJ+TOI F 131 
CL.OGRJ = AL~G(T~P/~CI~.*HR*SLL~~ F 132 
CLOGI?? = PLOGttC~?.*HH*SIlLt/@OT1 F 133 
CLOGR = CLOGRl +CLnGR? F 134 
RTPN = - ( .S/PP) *CLOGP F 135 
RSTAN = (.?5*C/RH.*?)*CLOGR-l.5,HBt*f2.*S-SLL+SULt F 136 
HSETAII = -~C**?,~@.~P~**~~)+CLOG~*(C/~~.*BB**?~~+(~,+S-SLL*SUL~-~. F 137 
125/PHt*tSUL*SI~L-SLL*SLLt F 138 
RS3TAN = (C**3,(Jh.~~H**4tt.CLOGR-(2,*S*.3-SLL*.3~S(tL.*3t/~6..BRJ- F 139 
1(C*C,(R.*HH**3)t*t2,*S-SLL+SIILt*(C/(A.+Htl.RB)1*(StJL+SUL-SLL+SLL1 F 140 
RS4TAN = -(C**4,(32.*HH**51 )*CLUGR-fSIJL**4-SLL+.41/(A.+BB1*(C/fl2. F 141 
].PR*HFI) )+(2..~+*3-~~t **3+SlJL+*31-C.+2+fSUL*‘2-SLL+SLLJ/(l6,*BB.+31 F 142 
2+C.+3+(2.*S-SLL+SIILt/llh.*BB**41 F 143 
GO Tn 13 F 144 
9 CnhTlNllE F 145 
IF ~AAs~ToPI.IT.IE-9.0R.ARSlEOTl.LT.1E-9) GO TO 12 F 146 
IF fTnP.LE.n.nt Ml TO 1 1 F 147 
IF tRnT.LE.n.nt GO TO 11 F 148 
10 CLOGR = AL~JGfTOP/HUT) F 149 
RTPN q - ( 1 /PH t l cLnrif2 F 150 
RTAN = RTAh,? F 151 
PSTAN = (.25”C,HR**i’t+CLOGR-S/HtI F 152 
RSZTPN = -(c**),~A*PR.*~~)*CLOGR*C*S/~~,+~~B*.~~ F 153 
PSJTAN q (C*+3,(16.*~H**4))*CLOGR-S..3/f3.+RR1-S+C..2/(4.*BB+*3t F 154 
RS4TAtl = -(C**4,(32*flB**5)t*CLOGR*2.*C.S*+3/fl2*BB.+21+2.+S+C*.3/( F 155 
Jl6*BB**4t F 156 
GO TO 13 F 157 
11 TPOBRT = TOP/POT F 158 
IF ITPDRHT.GT.~~.I-II 60 TO 10 F 159 
IF tT0P.LT.n.n) Go Tn 14 F 160 
IF fHnT.Ll .O.Ot GO TO 14 F 161 
1P CnKTlNllt F 162 
SPWAY = S-Trill F 163 
TOP = C+2.*ell’SAWAY F lb4 
flnT = C-?.*BB*SAWAY F 165 
CLOW = ALilGtTOP,R(lT) F 166 
PTAN = - ( 1 /HM I .CI.fIGH F 167 
RTAN = HTPN,? F 168 
SURROUTINE SEJTAN PAGE 5 
RflLN = I .?5”C/HR’*?) *CLoGR-S/HI+ F 169 
170 RSi’TAN = -(Ca~?/(H’tIH’a3t)eCLOGH*C*S/(Z.’PR**?t F 170 
RS3TAPl = (C~~~/(~~.~RH~~~~))~CLOGR-S~~~/(~.~~R~-S”CW~?/(~.*GG.*~~ F 171 
PS4TPN = -(Cn~4/(32~~Ha~5))“CLOGf~+2,*C~S*~3/(l?*GR4~21+2,~S~c~~3/( F 172 
116”HH**4l F 173 
G@ Tfl 13 F 174 
175 13 CONTINIIE F 175 
C F 176 
C WRJTF STATkVFNlS GO HERF. IF kEEOE0 F 177 
C F 178 
Gf-I TO IS F 179 
180 14 hiRITE (hr?hJ F 186 
15 COMTINIIF F 181 
GO TO ?4 F 182 
c F 183 
C FOR CASE OF PR,TT NOT ZERO, HlJT WITH HIORANGE SINGULARITY F 184 
105 C F 185 
I6 CONTINUF F 106 
WRITE (6r?7) F 107 
SIJL q S7f.RO-TOL F 188 
SLI. q S7ERO+TOL F 189 
190 SFrlOl = s-o.s~Pas~S-sLLI F 190 





AN61 = ATAN?((C+2.*RR’S)rARS(RR+TT*S11 
AN62 = ATA~?((C+~.‘RY”SHIDI~~AGS(RR*TT*S~ID~~~ 
ANG3P = ATAN?( (C+2.@RP*SLL) ,AfjS(RR+TT’SLL)1 
ANG3 = ATAN?((C-2.“HH*S1,ARS(RR-TT*Sl1 
AN64 = 4TAfr2( (C+2.‘PH’SMID2) ,AdS(RR*TT*ShID2)) 
PNG5 = ATAN~((C+~.‘PR’SUL~~AHS(RR*TT’SUL~~ 
00 73 I=l,? 
IF (I.FQ.21 60 TO I7 
AA.l(lvlJ = suI.‘stJL 











AAlllr3t = AAl12,3)=4A1(3.3)=1. F 202 
AA1 (7.1 t = S~lll2*S~loE F 203 
bA1 (?,?I = SIlllIZ F 204 
AAl(3,lt = S”S F 205 
Abl(3.7) = -S F 206 
AA(l) = PPGS F 207 
AA(?) = AkG4 F 200 
AP(3) = ANG3 F 209 
CLOGH = ALOTrtAUS( (RR+TT*SUL) / (RR-TT*Sb) 1 F 216 









SUSE = SHlD? 
@FlS = Sill +s 
nFLS2 = sllL**7-S**? 
DFLS3 = 5111.**3+5**3 
DELS4 = 5111 **q-S**4 
DEL55 = suL**~+S**5 
OELSh = SIIL**e-S**h 
GO TO 18 
17 COhTlNIIE 
PA1~1.11 - 5”s 
AAl(1.71 = S 
AAl(1.31 = PA1(7.3l=A4113r3t=l. 
AA1 (?,I1 q S~~lDl*S~IDl 
AAl(2r2) = SMlnl 
AAl(3,l) = SLL”SLL 
bb1(3r?l = SLL 
PA(l) q ANtiI 
fib(?) = I’ING? 
PA(3) = ANG3P 
cLo(iR = ~LOG(PPS((RRITT~SI/(RR*TT*SLL))) 
SUSE = SMlOl 
CFLS = s-SLL 
DFLS2 q S*S-SLL*SLL 
DEL53 = S”*~-TLL**~ 
DFLS4 = S**4-SLL”‘4 
nFLs5 = S*W-SLL**~ 
DEL56 = S**h-SLL**6 
in COLIT INIIF 
CALL =ilIYFO (AAlr3.AA,l,DET,IPIVDT~3~ISCALE~ 
Cl q PA(l) 
C2 = API?) 
c = bA(3) 
Cob411 = IC*lT*TT-C7*RH*TT+Cl*RR*R~l/iTl**3l 
C0Wl q (C?*TT-Cl*“P)/~TT*TT~ 
crlrll I = 0,5*Cl/Tl 
Cm2 = (C*TT*T~-C?*R~*TT+C~*RR*~~R~/~TT**~~ 
CmJ3 = (C*RR*TT*TT-C~‘HP*RR*TT*C~*RR**~~/~T~**~~ 
CON21 = CZ/(?*lTb-Cl*RR/l2*TT*TTl 
CO114 q (C*f~Q*Pp*TT*Tl-C2*RR**3*TT+Cl*RR**4l/ITT**5l 
Cntd5 = 4.“t7*TT**3-4.*Cl*Rp*TT**2 
CONS = CONS/(l?“TT**41 




















































CON31 = (C*TT**3-C2*RR*TT**2*cl*RR**2*TTl/(2*TT**4) F 253 
CON32 = C1/(4*TT) F 254 
CONR = 20.*(C~TT**4-C2”f~A*TT”3rClclARrap”TTQ”TT**5l F 255 
CONY = (C*RR+*2*TT**2-C2*HR**3*TT*cl*kR**4f/(TT**5) F 256 
CON10 = C+PR*+3*Tl**2-C?*RR**4*Tl+Cl*HR**5 F 257 
CON10 = CWl0/ (TT**h) F 258 
CON41 q (C2*TT-Cl*Hff)/(4*TT*‘2) F 259 
CON42 = (-C+RR*TT**7+C2*RR**2*TT-Cl*RR**3f/(2*TT**4f F 260 
CONA = (C*Rft**4*TT**?-C?*RR**5*TT*cl*RR**6~/(TT**7~ F 261 
CONR = (C2*TT-Cl*Wf~)/(5”TTr’Z) F 262 
CONC = (-C*RR+TT+*7*C2*RR**2*TT-Cl*RR*031/(3”TT**4) F 263 
Cow = CnbK*PP**2/(TT’*7/3) F 264 
CnIJF = (C*TT**2-C?*RH*TT+Cl*RR**2f/(4*TT**3~ F 265 
COF!F = Cl/(O*TT) F 266 
CONG = COi.+*AP**7*?/(TT**2) F 267 
IF (I.EQ.1) GO TO 19 F 268 
IF (I.FO.?,AND. (AR*TT*SUSE) .GT.O.l GO TO 19 F 269 
RTAN = RTAN-CONO*CLnRH*Cnh’l*D~LS*cotdll*(~~LS2 F 270 
RSTAN = RSTA~!-cO~J7l*~E.LS2*COh2*UtLS-CON3*CLOGR+Cl*~~LS3/(3*TT~ F 271 
R52TAFJ = RS2TA~-CON4*CLOGRtCONS*DElS3*CON3~*DE~S2*CON32*DELS4*CON6 F 272 
i +nFLs F 273 
RS3TAN = R53TAF-CnN41*DELS4*CONG*D~LS3*~ON47*DFLS2+CON9*DELS-CONlO F 274 
l*CLnGA~Cl*(lFI.S5/(5*TTf F 275 
RS4TAN = ~~S~TA~-CO~A*CLOGR+CO~~*DELS~*CO~E*DFLS~*CONF*DELS~*CONC*D F 276 
lFLS3+CnNG*(lFLS?+CONn*nELS F 277 
GO TO 22 F 278 
19 cnNTIN(e F 279 
RTAN = RTAh+CnN0*CLnGR*CONl*DELS*CONll*ClELS2 F 280 
RST4N = RSl6~~CnN7l*DELS2*CO~2*DELS-CON3*CLOGR*cl*~FLS3/f3*TT~ F 2131 
~IS?TAN = RS2TA~+CnN4*CLOGR~CON5*DELS3tCD~3l*OELS2*CO~32*DELS4*CON6 F 202 
1’QELS F 283 
RS3TAN = RS3lA~tC0N4l*OFLS4*CON8*DFLS3*cON42*DFLS2+CON9*DELS-CON1O F 284 
l’ClOGR~Cl’I~FI SS/(5*TTl F 285 
RS4TAN = RS~TA~+C(INA*CLOGR+CON~*D~LS~*~DNE*DF~.S~*CONF*DELS~*CONC*D F 286 
IFLS:~*CnFl~i*OtL52*CONlr*oFLS F 207 
JF (I.EO.1.AN~.(Rf’*TT*SllSF),LT.O.l i30 TO 20 F 288 
GO TO 21 F 289 
70 RTbN = -RlAN F 290 
RSTArJ q -RSTAN F 291 
RqSTPN = -RSETAN F 292 
RS3TAN = -PS3TPN F 293 
RS4TAN = -PS4TPN F 294 
SURPOUTINF. SNTAN 
295 21 CONTI~JU~ 
22 CONT INUF 
23 CONTINUE 
GO TO 13 
24 CONT 1NllE 
300 HP = HRR 
s = sss 
c = ccc 
RETIIRN 
305 25 FOR~ATf30X~IlH7fIn FNTEREO) 
26 FOFJMAT(~OXI~J~-OYE OF THF ENGPUINTS HAS A NEGATIVE LOG ARG) 

















SIIRROUT INE LOGS PAGE 1 
1 SUEROIITIKE LOGS ~S.E,I),RELN,RE~LNIRES~LN*RES~LN) 
C 
C SUPROIIT 1hL LOGS 
C 








C RESPECT TO s OVER LIMITS OF -5 TO S FOR N=O,lr2*3. 
C 
c S= P6NEC SCGMECT HPLFWIDTH 
C F.0 ARE CAl.CIILbTEI~ 1N SIWPOUTIN~ CDNCPL 
C INTFGPAL RFSIII 75 AkF: RELN,~ESL~,RES2LN*RES3L~ 
C 
C FvAL.IIATIO~ OF INTFGPALS PERFORMED USING F(ACSYCIA ALGERRAIC 
C CIANlPI!I AT1081 PHOGHAH OF KIT PROJtCT MAC 
C IF l=J INTEGPPL EVAI.(IALTED AT APPROXIMATE ENDPOINTSI+-SAWAY 
C 
PEAL LAT@.LAD~,LI,LZ.L3rL4 
CnMHOFI /TELL/ TOLqTOL2 
RELN = fl. 
UESLN = 0. 
RES2LN = Il. 
RFS3l.N = 0. 
5s = s 
A = S”S+E”S+O 
R = SOS-E’S*lJ 
A = ABSIA) 
H = AEJsle) 
AA q ARSIP) 
66 = ABSl6) 
IF (ah.LE.o.nnnnoon01) GO TO 6 
IF ~r93.i.E.o.nonn000n1~ GO TO 6 
1 DISC = E”f-4”D 
DlSO = SORT(AHS(DlSC)b 
01s = F”F-2.UO 
0153 = E*“3-3.*DnE 
0154 = IE’F-4.“n)‘tF’E-D) 
DlS44 = Ec~4-4.al)nF*E+2.~D~rl 
01~5 = E’“~-h,aD~Fa~3*~.‘F40’“2 
LATH = ALOG(AaB) 
LAD11 = ALOG(A/B) 
IF (~a.LE.o.nnoonnnnl~ s = SAWAY 
IF ffm.Lt .o.anonononib S = SIWAY 




















































ESP = F+2*5 
ESM = F-Z’S 
IF (DISC) 4e3r2 
9 CONT INIIF 
Ll = E-olsrJ*2*s 
L? = E+IlIS0+2*5 
L3 = F-IllSO-7*S 
L4 = F+DlSO-2.5 
DIFFLN = ALGGfl.)*L4/L2/L)) 
RFLN = RF-4*S-O.5*11ISO*DlFFLk 
RFSLN = O.5*LAnR.S*“i’+(0.25*E*~~lSC/UlSQ~*DlFFLN 
RESLN = RESLM-O.25*DlS*LADR*E*S 
RESPLN q ~S**3/3~*LATB-IllS4/~6*UlSQ)*DlFFLN+LADR*~DlS3/6)-4*S**3/9 
I-6*DIS*S/9 
RES3LN = n.25*S**4*LADH+DlS5/~~*DlS~)*DIFFLN-LADB*~DIs44/~)+E*S**3 
l/h+n.5*s*i)ls3 
GO TO CI 
3 CLOGRT = ALDGfESP/fSMl 
RELN = S*LATR-4*S+F*CLOGRT 
RESLN = n,S*S**2*LADR-O,S*DlS*CLOGRl+E*S 
RFS2LN q (S+*3*LATP*DIS3*CLOGRT+(DIS4)*~~I/ESP)-~~/ESCI)~-2*S+DlS)/ 
13-4’lS”‘31/9 
HtS3LN = n.2S*S**4*LPDR-DlS44*0.25*CLOGRT- .25*DIS5*~l/ESP-l/ESM~+E 
i*s**3/6tn.5*s*n)s3 
GO TO S 
4 TNRAT = ATANPLESP~OlSI-J)-ATAh2(ESHIOISQ) 
PFLN = PE-4*S-(DlSC/DlSIl)*ThRAT 
RFSLN = n.5~~S**2-n.5*OlS)*LADR*O.S*E*DlSC/DISOrTNRAT+~*S 
RFSZLN = S**3/3*LATR~~DlS3/6)*LADR-~DIS4/~3*DISQ))*lNRAT-4*S**3/9- 
12’5”D1S/3 
RFS3LN = ~0.75*S**4-1~1544/R~*LADb~O.?5*01S5/D1SO*TNRAT~E*5*+3/6~5* 
lDlS3/2 
5 CnNTlE!lIE 
GO TO 7 
6 CONTINIIE 
SPHAY = S-TOL? 
A = SAWAY*SAUPY+E*SAWAY+D 
D = SAWAY*SAWAY-F*SAWAY+D 
A = Af!SfA) 
P = AHS(H) 




















































SIlRRDUTltrE DRACAL PAGE 1 
1 Su@RDUTlkF nRACAL ~I.JIYHHIZHHIP~PIAINT~ 










TREFFT7 PLPNF OA4G PFIALYSIS ASSUMS PIECEWISF LINEARLY VARYING 
SHED VORTICITY SHCET STRENGTH 
CALClJLATE INTFGRALS A THROUGH F FOR DRAG CDEF CALCULATION 
CALLS SllE!RUl1TlhES LOGSrSNTAk,CCAL,CGhCAL 
DIMENSION AI61 (6) 
DIMF~JSIDN YHI((I), 7HHfll, PPPfll 
COb’MON /SEG/ SFINISI) 
PI = 4.*ATPNfl.l 
S = SIN(J) 
CALL CCAL (I.J,YHH,LHH~PPP~SIAA~~~~,DO,FFIGG~E~,AJ,A~~RR~TT~UU~~U~ 






S q SNNII) 
CALL LOGS (s,CJ~F,HEI.N~RESL~~RES~LN~RES~LN~ 
CALL SNTAN (s,C,BB,RP,TTIRTAN*HSTAN~RS~TAN,RS~TAN,RS~TA~~ 
APAAAA = A*RTA~rB*RSfAN+RR*RELN/4 
PRPRHP q ~.*(CL+RTPN+C~*RSTA~*CN*RS~TAN~.*CO*RFLN*CP*RESL~ 
CCCCCC = A*RSTAN+R*RS2TAN*RR*RESLN/4 
DnnDDll = ~.*(CL+RSTAN+CM*PS~TAN*CN*RS~TAN)~CO*RESLN*CP*R~S?L~ 
EEEFtF = A*RS2TAEI*R*PS3TAN*Bp*REs2LN/4 
FFFFFF = 2.*(CL+uS2TAN~C~*RS3TAh*CN*RS4TA~j*CO*RES?LN*CP*RES3LN 
CALL LOGS ($.CK,F,HELNrPESLN,RES2LN~RES3LNI 
CPLL SNTAN IS,D,RP,RR,TT,RTANrRSTAN*RS2TANIRS3TAN,RS4TA~l 
PAAAAA = PAAPPP-A*RTAN-R*RSTAN-UB*RELN/4 
REIPFHP = t~HRp~~F-2.*lCL*RTAN~C~*RSlAN*C~*~S2TAN)-CO~RELN-CP*R~SLN 
CCCCCC = CCCCCC-A*RSTAN-R*RS2TAN-BR,RESLN/4 
DDnntw = I)i)~~DD-2.*(CL*RSTAh,CCrHS2TAN+CN*RS3TANl-CO*RESLN-CP*RES2 
ILN 
EEFFtF = EEFEEF-A*RS?TAN-R*RS3TAN-F9tT*RES2LN/4 
FFFFFF = FFFFFF-2.*(CL*RS2TAhtCM*RS3TAN*CN*RS4TAN~~CO*R~S2LN-CP*R~ 
lS3LN 
S = SNtJlJl 
CALL CllNCAL tDr~,EF,AJ,A~rS,A,H~CrOlFIGICJ,CK,C~.~C~~CN,CO*CP~2) 









































H 41 CPLl. LOGS (S~CJIF~RFLN~RESLk~HES2LNIHES3LNt 
CALL SrllAN (S,C~FE,II~I,WW~RTA~~,HS~AN~HS~TAN,RS~TAN.RS~TA~~ H 42 
SIJRROUTINE DPACAL PAGE 2 
naannn = AAAAPA-AsRTA~I-RoRSTAN-tt~REL~/4 H 43 
00vv0s = ~GB~GG-~.~(CL~~TAN~CM~RSTAN+C~*RS~TAN)-CO~RELN-CP~RESLN H 44 
45 cccccc = CCCCCC-A~HSTAN-H,RS2TAN-FF~R~SLN/4 H 45 
DDDDI)ll = DDD@DD-~.‘(CL’RSTA~*CM*RS~T~N*C~~RS~T~N)-CO~RESLN-~P*RFS~ H 46 
1LN H 47 
FFEEtF = ELEFFF-A+JHS~TAN-R~RS~TAN-EE*RES~LN/~ H 48 
FFFFFF q FFFFFF-2.‘(cL”RS2TA~*CM4RS3TA*CN~RS4TAN~-CO~RES2LN-CP+RE H 49 






CbL(. LOGS (S,CK.G,Hf I NIRESLN~RES~LN~RES~LNI 
CALL. SNTPN (S,D.EE~I~(J~UW.RTP)~~RSTAN,RS~T~N,RS~TAN,RS~TAN~ 
aAAAAA = AAPPAPIA~RTAN~H~RS~AN+~~~RELN/~ 
PRRRUF = ~~RP@R+2.‘(CL’RTAN+CM*RSTAN+CN*RS2TAN)+CO~RELN*cP~RESLN 
CCCCCC = CCCtCC+A*HSTAN+R*RS2TAh+EE*RESLN/4 
DDDDDD = DOOD~D~2.~(CL~RSTAN+CM*RS2TAN)+CO~RESLNtCP*RFS2 
ILN 
FEEEFE = EEEEEE+A*RS?TPN+R~~RS~TA~J+EE*RES~LN/~ 
FFFFFF = FFFFFF+2.a(CL’RS2TP~*C~*RS3T~~*CN~RS4TAN)~CO~RES2LN~CP~RE 
lS3LN 
SK = SP’N(J) 
AAAIAA = APAAbA/PI 
HRPrJPP = @@BGPR/(2.~PI+SKl+(?.rS/PI)‘(BB-EE) 
ccrrcc = CCCCCC/PI 
DDDDOD = D(JDDDD/(P.*PI’fK~ 
EEFFEF = EECFEF/(29PI*S) 
FFFFFF q FFFFFF/(4.~~I’S’SKl*(Gb-EEl~S*S/(3.*~1~ 
AINT(1) = AAAPAA 
AIF!T(7) = 6DGGRR 
ATNT(3) = cccccc 
AINT(4) q ODDDOD 
AINT(5) = FFFFEF 



































SlJAR01JlINF SIluFQ ~~.N,H,~,DETEA~,IPIVOT,~MAXIISCALEI 11 
C SDLllTION OF SIMULTbNFflUS LINtAH EOUATIONS 2 
C **+ DDCUHEbT DATE OR-Ol-6A SUHtDlJTINE REVISED 08-01-68 l ***e**** : 3 
C 
DIMENSION IPIVOTfNJ, A(NlrAXeN) p R(NMAX,M) : : 




C INITIALIZATIOk I 8 
C 19 
1 ISCALF = 0 I 10 
Rl = ln.o**loo I II 
R2 q l.@/Hl I 12 
DETEfw = 1.0 I 13 
DO ? J=l*N I 14 
2 IPIVOT = 0 I 15 
Do 3R I=lrN I 16 
C I 17 
C SEARCH FOR PIVOT ELEMNT I 18 
C I 19 
AMAX = Il.0 I 2P 
IlO 7 J=ltN I 21 
IF (IPlVOT~J)-It 3r7r3 I 22 
3 00 6 K=I,N I 23 
IF (IPIVOT(11 4,6,39 1 24 
4 IF tABS(AHAX)-ABS(AlJ,K)1) 59696 I 25 
5 IRDW = J I 26 
ICOLW = K I 27 
AMAX = AtJ*K) I 28 
6 CONTINUE I 29 
7 CONTINUE I 30 
IF IANAX) 9,019 1 51 
R DFTERr = 0.0 I 32 
ISCALE = ll I 33 
GO TO 39 I 34 
q IPIVOTtICOLU~l q IPIVOT~ICDLUb')*1 I 35 
C I 36 
c Ih'ltRCHANGF ROkS TO PUT PIVOT ELEMENT Ok DIAGONAL I 37 
C I 3A 
IF (IR~~I-ICOL~!CI 10*14.10 I 39 
10 DFTFRH q -DETFPM I 40 
DO 11 L=l,N I 41 
SYAP = A(IRD~I,L) I 42 
SURROUTINE SINEQ PAGE 1 
SURRDUTINE SIMEQ PAGE 2 
45 
50 
A(IRGH,LJ = AJICDLW,L1 
11 A(ICGLIIHIL~ = SWAP 
IF (HJ 14rl4.12 
12 DO 13 l.=I*P 
SUAP = J!TIRDW,LJ 
AfIRDW~L1 q HfICOLJJM,L1 
13 RTICOLIIMILJ = SWAP 
14 PIVOT = ALICDLIJHrICGLUHJ 
IF (PIVOT1 151A115 
C 








15 PIVOT1 = PIVOT 
IF TARSTDElERHJ-Rll 16~16,16 
16 DETERR = DETFRC/Rl 
ISCALF = ISCALE+l 
IF TARSLDETERPI-RlJ 21,17,17 
17 DETERH = DETERP/R~ 
ISCALF = ISCALE+] 
GO TO Pl 
18 IF (ARSIIlETEWYJ-R2) 19tl9.21 
19 DETERH = DETFPCIRI 
ISCALF q ISCALE- 
IF 1ARSJDETERMJ-R21 20*20.21 
20 DETERH q DETEPHuR1 
ISCALF = ISCALF- 
21 IF fARS(PIVDTI)-RI) 24.22.22 
22 PIVCJTI = PIVDlI/Rl 
ISCALF = ISCALE+l 
IF (AHSJPIVDTI1-RI1 27933.23 
23 PIVOT1 = PIVOlI/Rl 
ISCALF = ISCALF+] 
GO TO ?7 
24 IF TARSJPIVDTIJ-RE1 25925.27 
25 PIVOT1 = PIvoTIJ+RI 
ISCALF =.lSCALE-1 
IF ~AHS~PIVDTI1-H2l 26.26.27 
26 PIVOT1 = PIVOTI*Rl 
ISCALF = ISCALF-] 
27 DFTERM = DETFHP~PIvDTI 
C 

















































DO 29 L=l.N 
IF fIPIVDT(L)-11 2Rr29r39 
26 A(ICOLIIHIL~ = A(ICOLIIH,L)/PlVOT 
29 CONTINUE 
IF (M) 32*32,30 
30 DO 31 L=l*c; 
31 R(ICOLU~rL~ = P(ICnLIIHtL)/PIVOT 
C 
C RECIIJCF NnN-PIVOT ROWS 
C 
32 DO 38 Ll=lrN 
IF fLl-ICOLIIC) 33r38.33 
33 T = A~LI~ICDLUY) 
DO 35 L=I,N 
IF ~IPIVOTlL)-1) 34*35.39 
34 AtLl,L) = A(LlrL)-A(lCOLUH~L~+T 
1n5 
35 CONTINIIE 
IF (WJ 3R*7R,36 
36 110 37 L=l,fJ 
37 B(L1rl.l = B~Ll.L)-RlICOLU~,L~*T 
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Figure 2. Induced drag efficiency for 
nonplanar wing with vertical 
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Figure 3. Induced drag efficiency for a 
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Figure 4; Induced drag efficiency for a series 
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Figure 5. Comparison of bound circulation distributions 
for vee wing and diamond wing, $ = 30", 
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Figure 6. Induced drag efficiency for diamond 
wing fitted with end plates; N = 30 
cosine segment spacing, and C$ = 89.5" 





Figure 7. Induced drag efficiency for diamond 
wing fitted with winglets. Winglets 
perpendicular to wings, N = 30, and 
cosine segment spacirlg for all results. 
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